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OZET
SONARLA HEDEF AYIRDETMEDE FARKLI
Y

ONTEMLER

IN KARSILASTIRILMASI
Birsel Ayrulu Erdem
Elektrik ve Elektronik Muhendisli	gi Doktora
Tez Yoneticisi Do
c Dr Billur Barshan
Haziran 
Bu calsmada akustik alglayclar kullanlarak farkl sn	andrma ve t
umlestirme
y
ontemlerinin gezer robot ortamlarnda sklkla karslaslan hede	eri birbirinden ayrdetme
ve konumlarn kestirmedeki basarmlar karslastrlmstr Bu t
ur hede	erin ayrdedilmesi
akustik sinyallerin sezimi ve tannmasna dayal sistem denetimi harita ckarm engel
bertaraf hedef izleme gibi uygulamalarla yakndan ilgilidir Kullanlan sn	ama y
ontemleri
Ayrulu ve Barshan tarafndan gelistirilen bir sn	andrma algoritmas istatistiksel 
or
unt
u
tanma y
ontemleri bulank cortalama k
umelendirme algoritmas ve yapay sinir aglarn
icermektedir Kullanlan t
umlestirme y
ontemleri DempsterShafer kantsal akl y
ur
utme
ve cesitli oylama y
ontemleridir Basit cogunluk oylamasnda g
or
ulen tutarllk sorununun
c
oz
um
u icin tercih sralamas ve degisik g
uvenilirlik 
olc
utlerini iceren farkl oylama y
ontemleri

onerilmis ve deneysel olarak uygulanabilirligi g
osterilmistir Yapay sinir aglarnn basarmn
arttrmak amacyla farkl girdi sinyal d
on
us
umleri iki ayr egitme algoritmas ve mod
uler ve
mod
uler olmayan ag yaplar denenmistir Elde edilen en iyi sn	andrma y
ontemi olan ve
sonar sinyallerinin dalgack d
on
us
um
un
u kullanan yapay sinir ag gezer robot ortamlarnn
harita ckarmnda deneysel olarak kullanlmstr Hedef sn	andrma ve konum kestirimindeki
basarmn artrlmas amacyla akustik alglayclara ek olarak kzl 
otesi alglayclar ve
yaplandrlmssk sistemleri gibi farkl ziksel yapdaki alglayc sistemleri de kullanld
Anahtar Kelimeler Akustik alglama hedef sn	andrma ve konum kestirimi yapay sinir
aglar 
ogrenme 
ozellik ckarm istatistiksel 
or
unt
u tanma DempsterShafer kantsal akl
y
ur
utme cogunluk oylamas alglayc sistemleri akustik sinyal isleme gezer robotlar harita
ckarm Voronoi diyagram
iv
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Chapter 
INTRODUCTION
Although some sensors provide accurate information on locating and tracking targets
they may not provide identity information or vice versa pointing to the need for
combining data from multiple sensors using data fusion techniques The primary aim of
data fusion is to combine data from multiple sensors to perform inferences that may not
be possible with a single sensor In robotics applications data fusion enables intelligent
sensing to be incorporated into the overall operation of robots so that they can interact
with and operate in unstructured environments without the complete control of a human
operator Data fusion can be accomplished by using geometrically geographically or
physically dierent sensors at dierent levels of representation such as signal pixel
feature and symbollevel fusion
Mobile robots need the model of the environment in which they operate for various
applications They can obtain this model partly or entirely using a group of physically
identical or dierent sensors For instance considering typical indoor environments a
robot must be able to dierentiate planar walls corners edges and cylinders for map
building navigation obstacle avoidance and targettracking Reliable dierentiation is
crucial for robust operation and is highly dependent on the modes of sensing employed

One of the most useful and costeective modes of sensing for mobile robot
applications is sonar sensing The fact that acoustic sensors are light robust and
inexpensive devices has led to their widespread use in applications such as navigation
of autonomous vehicles through unstructured environments  mapbuilding 
targettracking  and obstacle avoidance  Although there are diculties in the
interpretation of sonar data due to poor angular resolution of sonar multiple and higher
order reections and establishing correspondence between multiple echoes on dierent
receivers   these diculties can be overcome by employing accurate physical
models for the reection of sonar
Sonar ranging systems commonly employ timeofight TOF information recording
the time elapsed between the transmission and reception of a pulse A comparison of
various TOF estimation methods can be found in  Since the standard electronics for
the widelyused Polaroid sensor  do not provide the echo amplitude directly most
sonar systems rely only on TOF information Dierential TOF models of targets have
been used by several researchers In  a single sensor is used for mapbuilding First
edges are dierentiated from planescorners from a single vantage point Then planes
and corners are dierentiated by scanning from two separate locations using the TOF
information in complete sonar scans of the targets Rough surfaces have been considered
in   In  a similar approach has been proposed to identify these targets as
beacons for mobile robot localization A triaural sensor arrangement which consists of
one transmitter and three receivers to dierentiate and localize planes corners and edges
using only the TOF information is proposed in  A similar sensing con	guration is
used to estimate the radius of curvature of cylinders in  Dierentiation of planes
corners and edges is extended to D using three transmitterreceiver pairs transceivers
in   where these transceivers are placed on the corners of an equilateral triangle
Manyika has used dierential TOF models for targettracking  Systems using only
qualitative information  combining amplitude energy and duration of the echo signals
together with TOF information  or exploiting the complete echo signal  have
also been considered
Sensory information from a single sonar has poor angular resolution and is not
sucient to dierentiate the most commonly encountered target primitives 
Improved target classi	cation can be achieved by using multitransducer pulseecho
systems and by employing both amplitude and TOF information However a major
problem with using the amplitude information of sonar signals is that the amplitude
is very sensitive to environmental conditions For this reason and also because the
standard electronics used in practical work typically provide only TOF data amplitude
information is rarely used In earlier work Barshan and Kuc introduce a method based
on only amplitude information to dierentiate planes and corners  This algorithm is
extended to other target primitives in  using both amplitude and TOF information
In addition to making use of the amplitude information the target classi	cation problem
is handled more reliably by exploiting the pattern recognition capability of multilayer
neural networks in 
In this thesis information from physically identical sonar sensors located at
geographically dierent sensing sites are combined Featurelevel fusion is used to
perform the object recognition task where additional features can be incorporated as
needed to increase the recognition capability of the sensors Based on the features
used each sensor makes a decision about the type of the target it detects Due to the
uncertainty of the measurements and the multiplicity of decisionmakers conicts can
arise pointing to the need for reliable and robust fusion algorithms The numerous
techniques for fusion can be divided into two categories as parametric and non
parametric In parametric methods models of the observations and the fusion process
generally based on the assumption of an underlying probability distribution are used
ie Bayesian methods In nonparametric methods assumptions about the underlying
probability distributions are not needed resulting in greater robustness in certain
situations for example when the noise is nonadditive nonGaussian or generated by a
nonlinear process
In this thesis performances of dierent classi	cation schemes and fusion techniques
in target dierentiation and localization of commonly encountered features in indoor
robot environments are compared The classi	cation schemes employed include target
dierentiation algorithm developed in earlier work  statistical pattern recognition
techniques which are knearest neighbor kNN and generalized kNN classi	ers kernel
estimator parameterized density estimator and linear discriminant analysis fuzzy c
means clustering algorithm and arti	cial neural networks The fusion techniques used
in this thesis are DempsterShafer evidential reasoning simple majority voting and
dierent voting schemes with preference ordering and 	ve dierent reliability measures
These fusion techniques are used based on the target dierentiation algorithm of  To
the best of our knowledge a compact complete and neat comparison of these dierent
approaches supported by experimental veri	cation does not exist for target classi	cation
and localization with sonar The main contribution of this thesis is the comparison of
these methods based on experimentally obtained data
Neural networks have been employed eciently as pattern classi	ers in numerous
applications  These classi	ers are nonparametric and make weaker assumptions
on the shape of the underlying distributions of input data than traditional statistical
classi	ers Therefore they can prove more robust when the underlying statistics are
unknown or the data are generated by a nonlinear system Neural networks have been
used in sonar and radar signal processing   for instance in the identi	cation
of ships from observed parametric radar data  The motivation behind the use
of neural network classi	ers in sonar or radar systems is the desire to emulate the
remarkable perception and pattern recognition capabilities of humans and animals such
as the powerful ability of dolphins and bats to extract detailed information about their
environments from acoustic echo returns  A comparison between neural networks
and standard classi	ers for radarspeci	c emitter identi	cation is provided by  An
acoustic imaging system which combines holography with multilayer feedforward neural
networks for D object recognition is proposed in  A neural network which can
recognize D cubes and tetrahedrons independent of their orientation using sonar is
described in  Neural networks have also been used in the classi	cation of sonar
returns from undersea targets for example in  where the correct classi	cation
percentage of the network employed ! exceeds that of a nearest neighborhood
classi	er ! Another application of neural networks to sonar data is in the
classi	cation of cylinders under water or in sediment where the targets are made of
dierent materials   made of the same material but with dierent diameters 
or in the presence of a second reector in the environment  Neural networks have
also been used in naval friendorfoe recognition in underwater sonar 
Performance of neural network classi	ers is aected by the choice of the parameters
of the network structure training algorithm and input signals as well as parameter
initialization  This thesis also investigates the eect of various representations of
input sonar signals and two dierent training algorithms on the performance of neural
networks with dierent structures used for target classi	cation and localization The
input signals are dierent functional forms and transformations of amplitude and TOF
characteristics of commonly encountered targets acquired by a real sonar system To
the best of our knowledge these input signals have not been used so far with neural
networks in target classi	cation and localization with sonar
Two nonparametric decision fusion techniques are considered The 	rst is Dempster
Shafer evidential reasoning which is wellsuited for dealing with imprecise evidence and
uncertainty in a more rational way than other tools  The second technique is
majority voting which provides fast and robust fusion in certain problems  Despite
the fast and robust fusion capability of majority voting it involves certain consistency
problems that limit its usage
The sensing nodes view the targets at dierent ranges and angles so that they have
dierent degrees of reliability Clearly proper accounting for these dierent reliabilities
has the potential to considerably improve decision making compared to simple uniform
treatment of the sensors Preference ordering among possible target types and reliability
measure assignment is considered the latter of which essentially amounts to weighting
the information from each sensor according to the reliability of that sensor To the best
of our knowledge the dierent reliabilities of the sensors have not been exploited so
far in sonar sensing with the sensors being treated uniformly We compare Dempster
Shafer evidential reasoning and simple and preferenceordered majority voting strategies
both incorporating reliability measures to identify a strategy that can oer substantial
improvement in the classi	cation error
In this thesis the best classi	cation and localization scheme which is found to be the
neural network classi	er trained with the wavelet transformed sonar signals is applied
to mapbuilding for mobile robots The map of a mobile robots environment can be
provided readily by a human operator to the robot or the robot itself may explore the
environment to extract its own map The second approach is more useful and eective
in dynamic environments The changes in the environment will be sensed by the robots
onboard sensors and suitable updates to the map will be made automatically Otherwise
the human operator must supply a new map to the robot for every change that occurs in
the environment In most cases usersupplied map has limited value to the robot since
it is dicult for the user to represent the environment in the same level of detail as the
capability of the robots sensors
There are two commonly used approaches to describe the environment on a map
In the 	rst one primitive features of the environment such as walls corners edges or
cylinders and their locations orientations and sizes are represented featurebased In
the second the robots environment is divided into small regions usually square shaped
or grids and their occupancy states such as free occupied or unknown is provided area
based or gridbased Areabased maps usually represent the probability of occupancy of
the corresponding subregion therefore they heavily depend on the probabilistic model of
the robots sensors which results in the requirement of accurate understanding of physics
of the corresponding sensors Due to these limitations of areabased maps it is more
attractive to use featurebased maps in which features are extracted by the cooperation
of physically dierent sensors for more accurate speci	cation of the properties of these
features
How does the robot explore its environment to build its own map" There exists
two common strategies In the 	rst one the robot explores the environment under the
control of a human operator whereas in the second case the robot uses its own sensors to
de	ne an exploring strategy independent of the human operator Of course the second
approach is more attractive for eective and independent robot operations In the second
case the most commonly used exploration method by the robot is wall following in which
the robot follows the walls of the environment while maintaining a 	xed distance to the
wall However the main drawback of this exploring strategy is that if there exists a
convex object such as a freestanding pillar in the environment then the robot will
cycle it forever Moreover at every step the robot should take new measurements
and correspondence should be established with the previous measurements Instead of
exploring the environment by wallfollowing the robot can use some critical points or
vantage points to explore In this thesis these critical points are the meet points which
are de	ned as the points equidistant to three objects in twodimensional environments
The way to 	nd these points from ultrasonic sensor readings based on the Generalized
Voronoi Diagram is proposed in  for a cylindrical robot After 	nding these meet
points the environment is scanned at these points and a neural network is used to extract
the features of the environment The correspondence between the features extracted at
each meet point is established to obtain a global featurebased map of a mobile robots
environment
Inclusion of physically dierent sensors such as infrared sensors and structuredlight
systems besides sonars is considered to increase the performance of target classi	cation
and localization
This thesis is organized as follows basics of sonar sensing and some preliminary
work on reliable classi	cation through fusion of the sensors decisions using Dempster
Shafer evidential reasoning and majority voting is provided in Chapter  In Chapter 
consistency problems of majority voting is addressed and proposed solutions including
preference ordering and reliability measures are tested experimentally In order to
	nd the optimum number of classes existing in sonar data fuzzy cmeans clustering
and minimum description length principle are employed in Chapter  The eect of
various representations of input sonar signals and two dierent training algorithms on
the performance of neural networks with dierent structures used for target classi	cation
and localization is investigated in Chapter  In Chapter  application of statistical
pattern recognition techniques to target classi	cation with sonar is presented The
performances of all classi	cation schemes and fusion methods employed in this thesis
for target classi	cation and localization are compared experimentally in a common
test pool in Chapter  In Chapter  an application of the best classi	cation and
localization scheme to mapbuilding is provided Physically dierent sensors besides
sonars are included to increase the performance of target classi	cation and localization
in Chapter  In Chapter  concluding remarks are made and directions for future
work are discussed
Chapter 
PRELIMINARY STUDIES
In this chapter preliminary studies on target dierentiation using sonar for robotics
applications are described The results of these works are used as the building blocks of
our thesis work described in the next chapters
This chapter is organized as follows Section  explains the sensing con	guration
used in this thesis and introduces the target primitives In Section  the amplitude and
TOFbased classi	cation algorithm is provided as an extension of the amplitudebased
planecorner dierentiation algorithm   developed in the earlier work by Barshan
and Kuc  The next section describes DempsterShafer belief assignment used by the
sensor node and the underlying mass function which is used for target dierentiation
and Dempsters rule of combination In Section  conict resolution through voting
will be highlighted The applicability of these two methods to our problem is veri	ed by
experiments with a practical sonar system in Section 


 Sonar Sensing
In the commonly used TOF systems an echo is produced when the transmitted pulse
encounters an object and a range measurement r  ct

 is obtained when the echo
amplitude 	rst exceeds a preset threshold level  back at the receiver at time t

 Here
t

is the TOF and c is the speed of sound in air at room temperature c   ms
Many ultrasonic transducers operate in this pulseecho mode  The transducers can
function both as receiver and transmitter Most systems commonly in use are able to
detect only the very 	rst echo after pulse transmission
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Figure  a Sensitivity region of an ultrasonic transducer b Joint sensitivity region
of a pair of ultrasonic transducers The intersection of the individual sensitivity regions
serves as a reasonable approximation to the joint sensitivity region 
In this study the far	eld model of a pistontype transducer having a circular aperture
is considered  It is observed that the echo amplitude decreases with increasing
range r and azimuth  which is the deviation angle from normal incidence as illustrated
in Figure b The echo amplitude falls below  when jj  

 which is related
to the aperture radius a and the resonance frequency f

of the transducer by 


sin


c
af


 The radiation pattern is caused by interference eects between dierent
radiating zones on the transducer surface

The major limitation of ultrasonic transducers comes from their large beamwidth
Although these devices return accurate range data they cannot provide direct
information on the angular position of the object from which the reection was obtained
The transducer can operate both as transmitter and receiver and detect echo signals
reected from targets within its sensitivity region Figure a Thus with a single
stationary transducer it is not possible to estimate the azimuth of a target with better
resolution than the angular resolution of the device which is approximately 

 The
reection point on the object can lie anywhere along a circular arc as wide as the
beamwidth at the measured range More generally when one sensor transmits and
another receives both members of the sensor con	guration can detect targets located
within the joint sensitivity region which is the overlap of the individual sensitivity regions
Figure b In this case the reection point lies on the arc of an ellipse whose focal
points are the transmitting and receiving transducers The angular extent of these
circular and elliptical arcs is determined by the sensitivity regions of the transducers In
our system two identical acoustic transducers a and b with centertocenter separation
d are employed to improve the angular resolution These two transducers together
constitute what we will refer to as a sensor node throughout this thesis The extent of
the sensitivity regions is dierent for dierent targets which in general exhibit dierent
reection properties For example for edgelike or polelike targets this region is much
smaller but of similar shape and for planar targets it is more extended 
The target primitives employed in this thesis are plane corner acute corner edge
and cylinder Figure  These target primitives constitute the basic building blocks
for most of the surfaces likely to exist in uncluttered robot environments
Most ultrasonic systems operate below a resonance frequency of  kHz so that
the propagating waves have wavelengths well above several millimeters In our case
since the operating wavelength 


 mm at f

  kHz is much larger than the
typical roughness of surfaces encountered in laboratory environments targets in these

environments reect acoustic beams specularly like a mirror Details on the objects
which are smaller than the wavelength cannot be resolved  Specular reections
allow the single transmittingreceiving transducer to be viewed as a separate transmitter
T and virtual receiver R  Detailed specular reection models of these target primitives
with corresponding echo signal models are provided in 
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Figure  Horizontal cross sections of the target primitives modeled and dierentiated
in this study
Typical sonar waveforms from a planar target located at r   cm and   

are given in Figure  These waveforms are obtained using the sensor con	guration
illustrated in Figure b with separation d   cm In the 	gure A
aa
	 A
bb
	 A
ab
	 and
A
ba
denote the maximum values of the echo signals and t
aa
	 t
bb
	 t
ab
	 and t
ba
denote the
TOF readings extracted from these signals The 	rst index in the subscript indicates
the transmitting transducer the second index denotes the receiver The ideal amplitude
and TOF characteristics of these target primitives as a function of the scan angle 
are provided in Figures  and  The scan angle is the angle between the line
corresponding to   

and the lineofsight of the rotating sensor Figure 
The characteristics illustrated in Figures  and  are obtained by simulating the
echo signals according to the models provided in  It can be observed that the echo
amplitude decreases with increasing azimuth In reality the signals are very noisy and
the actual amplitude and TOF data obtained from a real sonar system are far from ideal
Figures  and  In these 	gures the solid lines correspond to the average over

eight data sets The level of amplitude and TOF noise is also illustrated by plotting the

A
and 
t
curves together with the average amplitude and TOF curves Here 
A
and 
t
are the amplitude and TOF noise standard deviations respectively Due to the
signi	cant amount of amplitude noise methods which reduce the resulting uncertainty
are needed
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Figure  Real sonar waveforms obtained from a planar target when a transducer
a transmits and transducer a receives b transducer b transmits and b receives c
transducer a transmits and b receives d transducer b transmits and a receives
The discrepancy between the real data and the simulations indicates that the models
underlying the simulations are far from fully adequate in describing the complexity of

the real situation In particular the models do not account for multiple reections or the
possibility of reections from other objects in the environment For this reason we have
tested our methods on real data rather than simulations Nevertheless the simulations
are useful in suggesting qualitative interpretations of the results provided in the next
section
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 Target Dierentiation Algorithm
In this section the target dierentiation algorithm used in earlier work  is summa
rized This classi	cation algorithm has its origins in the planecorner dierentiation
algorithm developed in another earlier work by Barshan and Kuc  The algorithm
of  is based on the idea of exploiting amplitude dierentials in resolving target type
Figure  In  the algorithm is extended to include other target primitives using
both amplitude and TOF dierentials based on the characteristics of Figures  and
 The extended algorithm may be summarized in the form of rules
if t
aa
 t
ab
  k
t

t
and t
bb
 t
ba
  k
t

t
then acute corner  exit
if A
aa
 A
ab
  k
A

A
and A
bb
 A
ba
  k
A

A
then plane  exit
if maxfA
aa
gmaxfA
bb
g 
 k
A

A
and maxfA
aa
gmaxfA
ab
g 
 k
A

A
then corner  exit
else edge cylinder or unknown  exit
In the above algorithm k
A
k
t
 is the number of amplitude TOF noise standard
deviations 
A

t
 and is employed as a safety margin to achieve robustness in the
dierentiation process Dierentiation is achievable only in those cases where the
dierence in amplitudes TOFs exceeds k
A

A
k
t

t
 If this is not the case a decision
cannot be made and the target type remains unknown
Two variations of this algorithm can be considered The 	rst takes into account the
noise statistics to achieve robustness k
A
	 k
t
	  whereas the second treats the data as
noiseless k
A
	 k
t
  Since the 	rst version is more conservative in decision making a
lower rate of incorrect decisions is expected at the expense of a higher rate of unknown
target type In the second case there is no safety margin and consequently a larger rate
of incorrect decisions and lower rate of unknown target type is expected
The above algorithm cannot distinguish between edges and cylinders Referring to
Figure  edges and cylindrical targets can be distinguished only over a small interval

near   

 At   

 we have A
aa
  A
bb
  A
ab
 for an edge but this equality
is not true for a cylinder Edges and cylinders can be dierentiated with a similar
con	guration of transducers using a method based on radius of curvature estimation 
 Depending on the radius of the cylinder it may be possible to dierentiate edges and
cylinders An edge is a target with zero radius of curvature For the cylinder the radius
of curvature has two limits of interest As r
c
  the characteristics of the cylinder
approach those of an edge On the other hand as r
c

 the characteristics are more
similar to those of a plane By assuming the target is a cylinder 	rst and estimating
its radius of curvature   it may be possible to distinguish these two targets for
relatively large values of r
c

After determining the target type range r and azimuth  for each target can also
be estimated from the measurements obtained with the sensor con	guration given in
Figure b Moreover wedge angle 
c
of acute corners and radius r
c
of cylinders can
also be estimated from the sensor measurements 
 DempsterShafer Evidential Reasoning
In DempsterShafer evidential reasoning each sensors opinion is tied to a belief measure
or basic probability assignment using belief functions  These are set functions
which assign numerical degrees of support on the basis of evidence but also allow for
the expression of ignorance belief can be committed to a set or proposition without
commitment to its complement In the DempsterShafer method a priori information is
not required and belief assignment is made only when sensor readings provide supportive
evidence Therefore ignorance can be represented explicitly Conict between views
is represented by a conict measure which is used to normalize the sensor belief
assignments In DempsterShafer theory a frame of discernment # represents a 	nite
universe of propositions and a basic probability assignment m maps the power set of

# to the interval 	  The basic probability mass assignment satis	es the conditions
m  
X
A
mA   
A set which has a nonzero basic probability assignment is termed a focal element
The belief or total support that is assigned to a set or proposition A is obtained by
summing the basic probability assignments over all subsets of A
BelA 
X
BA
mB 
Evidence which does not support A directly does not necessarily support its complement
The plausibility of A denoted P lA represents evidence which fails to support
the negation of A DempsterShafer evidential reasoning has a powerful evidence
combination rule called Dempsters rule of combination or Dempsters fusion rule
described later
In  a model of belief functions based on fractal theory is proposed and applied
to the classi	cation problem An extension of Dempsters rule of combination and
the belief propagation for a rulebased system which seeks compromise among belief
functions is provided in  An alternative rule of combination is provided to eliminate
the de	ciencies of Dempsters fusion rule from the assumptions on which it is based
for robotic navigation  A modi	ed DempsterShafer approach which can take
into account the prior information at hand is proposed in  Pattern classi	cation
based on the knearest neighborhood classi	er is addressed from the point of view of
DempsterShafer theory in  Evidential reasoning theory has also been applied to
robotics  and to modelbased failure diagnosis  A comparison of Bayesian
and DempsterShafer multisensor fusion for target identi	cation is provided in 
In this study sensors are assigned beliefs using DempsterShafer evidential reasoning
and their opinions are combined through Dempsters fusion rule The assignments for the

target classi	cation problem are made as follows The uncertainty in the measurements
of each sonar pair sensing node is represented by a belief function having target type
or feature as a focal element with basic probability mass assignment m associated
with this feature
BF  ffeature mfeatureg 
The mass function is the underlying function for decision making using the Dempster
Shafer method It is de	ned based on the algorithm outlined in Section  and is thus
dependent on amplitude and TOF dierential signals such that the larger the dierential
the larger the degree of belief see Equations  The mass assignment levels are
scaled to fall in the interval  The basic probability assignment is described below
where mp	 mc and mac correspond to plane corner and acute corner assignments
respectively
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 I
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where I

 I

	 I

 and I

are the indicator functions of the conditions given below
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The remaining belief represents ignorance or undistributed probability mass and is
given by
mu   mp mc mac 
This uncommitted belief is the result of lack of evidence supporting any one target type
more than another The plausibility represents the evidence which fails to support the
negation of a target and adds the uncommitted belief to the belief of targets to evaluate
maximum possible belief
Given two independent sources with belief functions
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consensus is obtained as the orthogonal sum
BF  BF

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which is both associative and commutative The sequential combination of multiple
bodies of evidence can be obtained for n sensing nodes as
BF  BF

 BF

BF

    BF
n
 
Using Dempsters rule of combination
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 is a measure of conict The consensus belief function
representing the feature fusion process has the measures
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In these equations disagreement between two sensing nodes is represented by the
$conict% term that represents the degree of mismatch in the features perceived at two
dierent sensing sites The conict measure is expressed as
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pm
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
acm

c 
After discounting this conict the beliefs can be normalized and used in further data
fusion operations
 Conict Resolution through Voting
Multisensor systems exploit sensor diversity to acquire a wider view of a scene or target
under observation This diversity can give rise to conicts which must be resolved when
the system information is combined to reach a group decision or to form a group value
or estimate The way in which conict is resolved is encoded in the fusion method
Nonparametric methods based on voting have been applied widely in reliability
problems  A majority voting scheme for fusing features in modelbased D object
recognition for computer vision systems is presented in  In  voting fusion is
applied to target detection and compared with DempsterShafer evidential reasoning
These two fusion strategies are also compared for pattern classi	cation in  An
analysis on the behavior and performance of majority voting in pattern classi	cation is
made in  Voting fusion is applied in robotics to determine path of a mobile robot by
voting over various possible actions  A voting scheme to improve the task reliability
in obstacle avoidance and targettracking by fusing redundant purposive modules is

proposed in  Combination of voting schemes with prior probabilities which results
in maximum likelihood voting is described in 
Voting in its simplest form has the advantages of being computationally inexpensive
and to a degree faulttolerant In cases where the sensing system itself abstracts the
data to make a decision about target type it may be more ecient to employ the
instrument of a vote instead of 	ne tuning the parametric information Major drawback
of voting is the consistency problem of Arrow which states that there is no voting scheme
for selecting from more than two alternatives that is locally consistent under all possible
conditions 
	 Experimental Studies
The two fusion methods were tested on amplitude data acquired in experiments using
scanning sonar sensors The sensor nodes acquire data from scans of a room making
unilateral decisions on target type at each of several viewing angles These decisions are
then fused to reach a group decision
 Experimental Setup
The data were collected at Bilkent University Robotics Research Laboratory in a small
 m by  m rectangular test area created by partitioning o a section of a
laboratory The test area was calibrated by lining the oor space with metric paper to
allow the sensors and targets to be positioned accurately The room oers an uncluttered
environment with specularly reecting surfaces Sensor nodes occupy the 	fteen sites
shown in Figure 
The transducers used in our experimental setup are Panasonic transducers that have
a much larger beamwidth than the more commonly used Polaroid transducers  

The aperture radius of the Panasonic transducer is a   cm its resonance frequency
is f

  kHz and therefore 





for these transducers Figure  In the
experiments separate transmitting and receiving elements with a small vertical spacing
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Figure  The 	fteen sensing sites in the rectangular room
Figure  Con	guration of the Panasonic transducers in the real sonar system The
two transducers on the left collectively constitute one transmitterreceiver Similarly
those on the right constitute another
have been used rather than a single transmittingreceiving transducer This is
because unlike Polaroid transducers Panasonic transducers are manufactured as
separate transmitting and receiving units Figure  The horizontal centertocenter

separation of the transducers used in the experiments is d   cm The entire sensing
unit or the sensor node is mounted on a small  V stepper motor with step size 


The motion of the stepper motor is controlled through the parallel port of a PC  with
the aid of a microswitch Data acquisition from the sonars is through a PC AD card
with bit resolution and  MHz sampling frequency Echo signals are processed on a
PC  in the C programming language Starting at the transmit time  samples
of each echo signal are collected and thresholded to extract the TOF information The
amplitude information is obtained by 	nding the maximum value of the signal after the
threshold is exceeded
 Experimental Results
The two fusion methods are employed with experimental data acquired by the scanning
sensing nodes described above The rules of the target dierentiation algorithm
summarized in Section  are taken as the basis in making basic probability mass
assignments Basic probability masses are assigned at each viewing angle  


  

 using Equations  Once the basic probability masses are assigned
the fusion process takes place as follows In the case of DempsterShafer evidential
reasoning Dempsters fusion rule is applied over all the sensing nodes starting with the
	rst one and ending with the last The target type with maximum belief in the outcome
is taken as the decision for a particular viewing angle In simple majority voting each
sensing node votes for the target for which it has made maximum basic probability
mass assignment The target type receiving the majority of the votes over all sensing
nodes is taken as the decision for that viewing angle To illustrate the accumulation of
evidence the percentage of correct decisions is plotted as a function of the number of
sensor nodes used in Figure  Since the scan step size is 

and the full scan angle
is approximately 

 decisions are made at    dierent viewing angles
When the decisions of 	fteen nodes are fused using the DempsterShafer method the

correct decision percentage improves to ! With simple majority voting using the
same ordering as for the DempsterShafer fusion case the number rises to ! It
can be noted that after simplevoting fusion from about 	ve nodes the correct decision
percentage remains approximately constant around ! indicating redundancy in the
number of sensor nodes employed When a single sensor node is used only about !
of its decisions are correct The outstanding ! the incorrect and unknown decisions
can be attributed to noise and choice of k
A
k
t
 
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Figure  Correct decision percentage of Dempsters rule dashed line and simple
majority voting solid line versus the number of sensor nodes employed in the fusion
process when an arbitrary order of fusion is used
The sensor nodes are ordered & essentially placed in a queue & on the basis of
a selected criterion Fusion occurs in the determined order Dempsters fusion rule is
independent of order  For a 	xed group of nodes the resulting belief will be the same
independent of the order in which the beliefs are combined However by varying order
it is possible to achieve a preset belief level in a shorter time The aim is to determine
the more informative nodes in the fusion process Order can also be varied to eliminate
redundant or less informative sensors thus allowing the preset targeted belief level to
be reached using fewer nodes
The order of combination of beliefs is varied in a number of ways The fusion order
is 	rst generated by taking level of belief as the criterion of node informativeness The

nodes are placed in order based on level of belief irrespective of target type In making
group decisions the sensor nodes evaluate their decisions relative to those of the group
Starting with the sensor node with the highest belief nodes are added to the fusion list
in the order of smallest distance in belief highest belief The objective is to determine
whether strength of belief forms a natural selection for sensor nodes This is analogous
to dimensionality reduction in pattern recognition  where among a large number of
features more informative ones or those with large variances are selected to improve
the eciency of the classi	cation process In a similar way those sensor nodes with
larger beliefs are fused 	rst in this study The objective is to select from a group of
decision makers a parsimonious set of accurate experts which can achieve a given bound
on correct decision rate A threshold can be set on belief level so that the fusion process
is limited to sensors which exceed this level
The results of maximumtowardsminimum belief fusion are illustrated in Figure 
for the two methods Here the fusion process begins with the sensor node which has the
highest belief in a target type and continues in the direction of decreasing belief The
performances of the two fusion methods are comparable and the average correct decision
percentage is around ! The zigzag pattern in the voting results arises because of
switching between odd and even numbers of decision makers
For comparison purposes at each viewing angle fusion was performed only with
those 	ve sensor nodes which possess highest belief levels Clearly these need not be the
same 	ve sensor nodes at each step throughout the scan With DempsterShafer the
results were ! correct on the average and with voting ! Similarly those 	ve
sensor nodes with the lowest belief levels were employed in the fusion process using both
methods In this case DempsterShafer yields only ! correct decisions whereas
simple majority voting is ! correct This signi	cant dierence in performance
indicates that voting is insensitive to belief levels and more robust than Dempster
Shafer when high uncertainty prevails  Since voting emphasizes numbers of voters

supporting an outcome as opposed to the strength of belief of voters which is signi	cant
in Dempster fusion this result is expected
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Figure  Decision fusion from maximum towards minimum belief with Dempsters
rule dashed line and simple majority voting solid line versus the number of sensor
nodes employed in the fusion process
A metric is also de	ned based on physical distance relative to an arbitrary origin
Starting with a randomly selected node the beliefs are fused in the order of greatest
physical separation The starting node selects for fusion the node at greatest separation
The next node selected is the one whose distance is greatest from the two nodes which
have already combined belief In this method the objective is to acquire a comprehensive
view of the room more quickly Distance measures other than physical separation for
example correlation could be used Similarly a minimum distance criterion can be
established
Distance calculations are made as follows Suppose after fusion over n sensor nodes
the average x and y positions of the group are
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The n th sensor node is chosen such that
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is maximized or minimized over the remaining sensor nodes In the next step the new
average x and y positions can be found recursively
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Figure  Average percentage of correct decisions versus starting sensor node in
Dempsters rule in which the decisions of sensor nodes are fused according to maximum
distance solid line and minimum distance dashed line
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Figure  Average percentage of correct decisions versus initial sensor node in simple
majority voting in which the decisions of the sensor nodes are fused according to
maximum distance solid line and minimum distance dashed line
The results of distance fusion are illustrated in Figures  and  for the two fusion
methods In both 	gures the results reect averaging over the 	fteen possibilities for

the starting sensor node In Figure  DempsterShafer fusion results using maximum
and minimum distance criteria are compared Note that performance with all 	fteen
sensor nodes are identical for maximum and minimum distance fusion as expected since
DempsterShafer fusion is commutative and associative the end result is the same when
the same 	fteen sensor nodes are used but sorted dierently based on minimum and
maximum distance criteria The concern is with intermediate results In the intermediate
fused stages the maximum performance dierence is about ! between minimum and
maximum distance fusion In Figure  a similar plot is given for simple majority
voting In this case note that the average percentage of correct decisions is much larger
than the DempsterShafer result for up to 	ve or six sensor nodes The eect of choosing
maximum or minimum distance appears to be insigni	cant for voting After fusion over
six sensor nodes the performances of the two methods become comparable
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Figure  Fusion with Dempsters rule dashed line and simple majority voting solid
line versus number of the sensor node which is eliminated in the fusion process
In Figure  sensor nodes are eliminated one at a time from the group and the
performance of the two methods are compared after fusion over fourteen sensor nodes
The horizontal axis indicates which sensor node is eliminated in the fusion process From
the results sensor nodes    and  appear to be most informative This elimination
method can be generalized from individual sensor nodes to groups to enable the eect
of elimination of certain groups of sensor nodes to be studied

Strategies for grouping sensor nodes during the fusion process are investigated The
sensor nodes are grouped on the basis of the selected criterion Fusion occurs 	rst within
the clusters In this way beliefs which support the same criterion are enhanced prior to
their fusion with the beliefs of dissenting sensor nodes
A comparison is made between the simple majority vote outcome and the decision
reached when sensor nodes group themselves according to minimum physical distance
fusing only within groups of three Following this fusion takes place between the results
of each group This comparative approach investigates the importance of the numbers
of voters supporting an outcome which voting emphasizes as opposed to the strength
of belief of voters which is signi	cant in DempsterShafer fusion
Initially 	ve groups of three sensor nodes are formed based on minimum physical
distance as follows     and  The percentage
of correct classi	cation within each group using DempsterShafer fusion was !
! ! ! and ! respectively The total correct percentage after
fusion over the 	ve groups was ! Using simple majority voting the same groups
yielded ! ! ! ! and ! respectively Taking the majority
vote in each group as a vote the total correct percentage of decisions after voting over
the 	ve groups was ! Note that with voting success rate of individual groups are
much larger compared to DempsterShafer The overall average is also slightly higher
Further tests were performed this time using dierent groups of 	ve sensor nodes
The groups were selected as
a group of four nodes at minimum distance and one at the furthest distance  
a line con	guration  
a star con	guration  
 
 
 

 

The percentages for correct classi	cation within each group using DempsterShafer fusion
and using voting are shown below
Sensor grouping DempsterShafer fusion Voting
  !  !
  !  !
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  !  !
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  !  !
  !  !
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 !
  !  !
  !  !
In all of these groupings voting gives a higher total correct decision percentage The
superior performance of voting is partly explained by its relative insensitivity to outliers
Further fusion tests were performed using a group of four sensor nodes which are in
agreement In this case DempsterShafer fusion yields a slightly higher correct decision
percentage ! as compared to ! for voting At this point a dissenting sensor
node is introduced and fusion performed over the 	ve node values The voting percentage
is stable at ! but DempsterShafer fusion shows a marked decline from !
to ! This demonstrates the relative bene	t of strength of belief where sensors
are in agreement as opposed to numbers supporting an outcome For small sets of
sensors unanimity is favored by feature fusion using the DempsterShafer method but
the introduction of dissent motivates a more robust approach Signi	cant improvement
in decision accuracy can be achieved using simple majority voting  Moreover the
correct decision percentage of the group  gives the highest result for both
methods which is also higher than the results of  sensor nodes This represents that

this group of sensor nodes is the more informative than the any other group of sensor
nodes employed in this study
In this chapter basics of sonar sensing is reviewed and some preliminary work on
reliable classi	cation through fusion of the sensors decisions using DempsterShafer
evidential reasoning and majority voting is presented In the next chapter various
solutions to the consistency problem arising in simple majority voting are proposed and
these solutions are veri	ed experimentally
Chapter 
RELIABILITY MEASURE
ASSIGNMENT TO SONAR
In this chapter consistency problems arising in majority voting are addressed with a view
to achieving high classi	cation performance This is done by introducing preference
ordering among the possible target types and assigning reliability measures which
essentially serve as weights to each decisionmaking node based on the target range
and azimuth estimates it makes and the belief values it assigns to possible target types
The results bring substantial improvement over evidential reasoning and simple majority
voting by reducing the target misclassi	cation rate
This chapter is organized as follows consistency problems of majority voting
and the proposed solutions are summarized in Section  Assignment of reliability
measures to decisionmaking sonars based on their measurements are discussed in
Section  Section  describes experimental studies which employ preference ordering
and reliability measures to improve the overall performance of majority voting


 Dierent Voting Schemes
In simple majority voting the votes of the dierent decision makers in the system are
given equal weight and the group decision is taken as the outcome with the largest
number of votes Although simple majority voting provides fast and robust fusion in
some problems there exist some drawbacks that limit its usage For example in cases
when all outcomes receive equal votes a group decision cannot be reached Moreover
it does not take into account whether dissenting classi	ers all agree or disagree with
each other ie the distribution of the decisions of dissenting classi	ers Consider the
following two cases in which 	fteen classi	ers are employed to classify four target types
which are plane P corner C edge E and cylinder CY
Case I Eight classi	ers support P
Three classi	ers support C
Two classi	ers support E
Two classi	ers support CY
Case II Eight classi	ers support P
Seven classi	ers support C
In both cases the group decision is plane P but are the two decisions equally
reliable"
To overcome these drawbacks and to increase the reliability and consistency of the
group decision more sophisticated decisionmaking schemes can be employed For this
purpose integer preference orders can be assigned over the possible target types based on
the strength of belief Consider the following situation in which we have three classi	ers
and four target types with the preference order given in parentheses
Classi	er  P C E CY
Classi	er  C E CY P

Classi	er  E CY P C
Note that in this case no group decision can be reached by simple majority voting since
the 	rst choices of all classi	ers are dierent However the total preference order of each
target is
P 
C 
E 
CY 
and E wins
Although this type of approach is more informative it can also produce conicting
results in some cases Consider the following situation in which 	ve classi	ers are
employed to classify the four target types with the preferences given in parentheses
Classi	er  P C E CY
Classi	er  P C CY E
Classi	er  E P C CY
Classi	er  C E P CY
Classi	er  C P CY E
Total preference order of each target type is
P 
C 
E 
CY 

In this case the total preference order of plane and corner are equal to each other again
resulting in conict To overcome this type of conict one can assign reliability measures
to the classi	ers based on the information at hand In our case these classi	ers are sonar
sensor nodes and apart from target type classi	cation they can also localize the target
based on TOF measurements  Therefore reliability measures can be assigned based
on the location of the target with respect to the sensing node Assignment of reliability
measures will be treated in detail in the next section
Now consider the following two cases in which we have reliability values assigned for
the 	ve classi	ers used in the previous situation
Case I Classi	er Reliability
 
 
 
 
 
The total preference order of each target type are
P                
C                
E                
CY                
Then C wins
Now consider the case where the reliability of classi	er  is reduced from  to 
Case II Classi	er Reliability
 

 
 
 
 
The total preference orders of each target type are
P                
C                
E                
CY                
Then P wins
Note that the slight change in the reliability of classi	er  is sucient to reach a
dierent group decision Reliability measure assignment needs closer examination since
reliability measures more suitable to real situations are likely to result in more accurate
group decisions
 Reliability Measure Assignment
In this section a description of the assignment of dierent reliability measures to the
sensing nodes based on their current range and azimuth estimates and their belief
assignment to target types is given
Assignment of belief to range and azimuth estimates is based on the simple
observation that the closer the target is to the surface of the transducer the more
accurate is the range reading and the closer the target is to the lineofsight of the
transducer the more accurate is the azimuth estimate  This is due to the physical
properties of sonar signal amplitude decreases with r and with jj At large ranges and

large angular deviations from the lineofsight signaltonoise ratio is smaller Most
accurate measurements are obtained along the lineofsight   

 and at close
proximity to the sensor node Therefore belief assignments to range and azimuth
estimates derived from the TOF measurements can be made as follows
mr 
r
max
 r
r
max
 r
min

m 


 jj



Note that belief of r takes its maximum value of one when r  r
min
and its minimum
value of zero when r  r
max
 Similarly belief of  is one when   

and zero when
  


The four dierent reliability measures assigned to sensor node i are dierent
combinations of the range and azimuth belief functions
rel

i
 mr
i
m
i

rel

i
 minfmr
i
	 m
i
g
rel

i

mr
i
 m
i


rel

i
 max fmr
i
	 m
i
g 
In these equations each reliability measure takes values in the interval 	  Here a
reliability measure of one corresponds to a maximally reliable sensing node whereas
a reliability measure of zero represents a totally unreliable sensing node Moreover
their relative magnitudes can be ordered as rel

i
 rel

i
 rel

i
 rel

i
 According to
this inequality rel

i
is the more optimistic measure whereas rel

i
is the more pessimistic
one Another alternative is to set the reliability measure proportional to the dierence
between belief values assigned to the 	rst two preferences of each sensing node as an
indicator of how strongly that sensing node believes in its 	rst choice This way the
distribution of the belief values assigned to dierent target types is partially taken into
account Hence the 	fth reliability measure assignment can be made as follows
rel

i
 m	rst choicemsecond choice 

These reliability measures have also been incorporated into DempsterShafer evidential
reasoning by multiplying Equations  by the reliability rel
i
of a particular sensor
node and 	nding the uncommitted belief by m

i
u  rel
i
m
i
pm
i
cm
i
ac The
eect of these dierent reliability measures on the classi	cation performance of majority
voting and evidential reasoning is presented in the next section
 Experimental Studies
In this section we describe the experimental procedures used in comparing the various
fusion methods described above
 Experimental Setup
The data were collected at Bilkent University Robotics Research Laboratory in 	ve small
experimental test areas created by partitioning o sections of a laboratory The rooms
oer an uncluttered environment with specularly reecting surfaces The number of
sensing nodes used were      in the rooms shown in Figure  The 	rst room
Room A which is the same rectangular room used in Section  consists of only the
targets planes and corners that can be dierentiated by the algorithm summarized in
Section  Figure a In addition to planes and corners the second third and
fourth rooms Rooms B C and D contain edges that cannot be dierentiated by this
algorithm Figure b and c In Rooms D and E cylindrical targets are also present
in the environment The same sensor node described in Section  is used to collect the
amplitude and TOF data

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Figure  Experimental test rooms a Room A b Room B c Room C d Room D
and e Room E
 Experimental Results
The sensor beliefs are fused using simple majority voting and Dempsters rule of
combination The two fusion methods in their simple form and when reliability measures

are incorporated are tested with experimental data acquired by the scanning sensing
nodes described above The opinions of all sensor nodes in each room are combined
starting with the 	rst sensing node in that room and ending with the last one To
illustrate the accumulation of evidence Figure  shows the percentage of correct
classi	cation as a function of the number of sensing nodes used in Rooms A and B
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Figure  Correct decision percentage of Dempsters rule dashed line and simple
majority voting solid line versus the number of sensor nodes employed in the fusion
process when an arbitrary order of fusion is used for a Room A Figure  b Room
B
When a single sensing node is employed and the average of the correct decision
percentages is taken over all 	ve rooms only about ! of the decisions are correct
The outstanding ! incorrect decisions can be attributed to noise and the choice of
k
A
k
t
 When the decisions of all nodes are fused using DempsterShafer and majority
voting methods in their simple form the average correct decision percentage improves
to ! and ! respectively In Room A simple majority voting outperforms
Dempsters rule of combination up to  sensing nodes after this number performances
of the two methods become comparable However when targets that cannot be classi	ed
by the dierentiation algorithm are included in the environment as in Rooms B C D
E Dempsters rule of combination outperforms simple majority voting for any number
of sensing nodes used These results indicate that DempsterShafer method in its simple
form can handle imprecise evidence more reliably than simple majority voting

To further improve the target classi	cation performance preference ordering with
and without reliability measures is incorporated in majority voting and reliability
measures are incorporated in DempsterShafer evidential reasoning Preference ordering
is considered in two dierent ways In the 	rst case preference orders are taken as
integers between  where the larger the value of the integer the higher is the
preference for that target type In the second case the preference orders are taken
to be the belief values assigned to each target type It was observed that the second
choice always resulted in higher percentage of correct decisions Therefore only the
percentages of correct decisions for the second case using various reliability measures are
tabulated in Tables     and  From these tables it can be observed
that incorporating preference ordering in majority voting without reliability measures
ie rel
i
  already improves on the results obtained with simple majority voting
With both fusion methods inclusion of reliability measures brings further improve
ment compared to using their simple forms Majority voting with reliability measures
and preference ordering performs better than DempsterShafer method with reliability
measures When the averages of the best results over the 	ve rooms is taken the results
obtained using DempsterShafer and majority voting methods with reliability measures
are ! and ! respectively
For example in Room A Tables  and  the correct decision percentage achieved
with majority voting with preference ordering using the 	fth reliability measure !
is higher than the result obtained with Dempsters rule using the same reliability measure
! For simple majority voting and simple DempsterShafer method these numbers
are ! and ! and the improvement in the classi	cation error is by a factor of
 and  respectively
In Room B Tables  and  the highest correct decision percentage achieved
with majority voting with preference ordering using the third reliability measure
! is higher than the best result obtained with DempsterShafer method using

the 	fth reliability measure ! For simple majority voting and simple Dempster
Shafer method these numbers are ! and ! and the improvement in the
misclassi	cation rate is by a factor of  and  respectively These results indicate that
majority voting with reliability measures and preference ordering can deal with imprecise
evidence in a more reliable way than evidential reasoning with reliability measures
Although the percentages of correct decisions obtained with the dierent reliability
measures are comparable among the 	ve reliability measures rel

i
results in slightly
better classi	cation rate on the average This is usually followed by rel

i
 For example
in Room C after the decisions of all sensing nodes are fused the 	fth reliability measure
gives the highest percentage of correct dierentiation with DempsterShafer method and
is followed by the third fourth second and 	rst measures With majority voting the
	fth and fourth measures give equal results followed by the third second and 	rst
measures
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Table  Correct decision percentages of DempsterShafer method DS withoutwith
reliability measures in Room E
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Table  Correct decision percentages of simple majority voting SMV and majority
voting MV schemes employing preference ordering withoutwith reliability measures
in Room E
In this chapter consistency problems arising in majority voting have been addressed
Various solutions including preference ordering among the possible target types and
assigning reliability measures to each sensor node are proposed to overcome these
problems and are veri	ed experimentally In the next chapter fuzzy cmeans clustering
algorithm and minimum description length principle are employed to 	nd the optimum
number of classes existing in sonar data
Chapter 
DETERMINATION OF THE
NUMBER OF CLASSES IN
SONAR DATA
In this chapter application of the fuzzy cmeans clustering algorithm and the minimum
description length principle to determine the number of classes in sonar data collected
from a number of classes of targets is investigated This chapter is organized as follows
the fuzzy cmeans clustering algorithm and the minimum description length principle
are introduced in Sections  and  respectively In Section  these techniques are
employed to sonar data to 	nd the optimum number of clusters in the data
 Fuzzy cMeans Clustering Algorithm
Clustering is a tool which searches the relationships among patterns in the data set by
organizing the patterns into a number of clusters where the patterns inside a cluster
show a certain degree of closeness or similarity Cluster analysis can be divided into


two as hard and fuzzy clustering In hard clustering cluster boundaries are assumed to
be well de	ned and each pattern in the data set belongs to one of the clusters with a
degree of membership equal to one However this type of clustering cannot reect the
description of the data set when the cluster boundaries are not well de	ned In such
cases fuzzy clustering is a more useful technique where each pattern in the data set is
assigned to all clusters with a degree of membership 
ij
in  When fuzzy clustering
is used as the basis for hard clustering pattern j is assigned to cluster k with a degree
of membership equal to one if 
kj
 
ij
i  	    	 c where c   is the total number
of clusters However it should be noted that these sets may not be disjoint when more
than one maximum exists
Fuzzy cmeans clustering algorithm has been developed by Dunn  and extended
by Bezdek  for the fuzzy clustering of a data set It minimizes the following objective
function with respect to fuzzy membership 
ij
and cluster centers v
i

J
m

c
X
i
N
X
j

ij

m
k x
j
 v
i
k

A

where
k x k

A
 x
T
Ax 
In these equations A is a d d positive de	nite matrix d is the dimension of the input
patterns x
j
j  	    	 N N is the number of patterns and m   is the weighting
exponent for 
ij
and controls the fuzziness of the resulting clusters The fuzzy cmeans
clustering algorithm can be summarized as
 initialize the memberships 
ij
s such that
P
c
i

ij
 
 compute the cluster centers v
i
s for i  	 	    	 c using
v
i

P
N
j

ij

m
x
j
P
N
j

ij

m


 update the memberships 
ij
s using
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


kx
j
v
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k

A


m
P
c
i


kx
j
v
i
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
A


m

 repeat second and third steps until the value of J
m
no longer decreases
The fuzzy cpartition of the data set consists of a set of fuzzy membership values 
ij
which can be conveniently arrayed as a cN matrix U  
ij
 The major drawback of
this algorithm is that the total number of clusters c cannot be de	ned a priori In order
to 	nd the optimal number of clusters existing in the data set a cluster validity criterion
should be applied A fuzzy validity criterion for fuzzy clustering algorithms has been
proposed in  This validity criterion depends on the data set geometric distance
measure distance between cluster centers and the fuzzy membership values computed
by any fuzzy clustering algorithm used This proposed fuzzy validity criterion has the
following functional de	nition
S 
P
c
i
P
N
j


ij
k v
i
 x
j
k

N min
ij
k v
i
 v
j
k


Note that k  k is the usual Euclidean norm Mathematical and numerical justi	cation
of this criterion is discussed in  This criterion is a measure of the compactness
and separation of the clusters In this equation the term 


P
c
i
P
N
j


ij
kv
i
x
j
k

N
is
de	ned as the compactness of the fuzzy cpartition of the data set which is the ratio of
total variation of the data set with respect to the fuzzy cpartition to the total number
of patterns in the data set A smaller  corresponds to a fuzzy cpartition with more
compact clusters The term s

 min
ij
k v
i
 v
j
k

is de	ned as the separation of a
fuzzy cpartition where a larger s indicates larger separation between the clusters Since
S  s a smaller S indicates a partition in which all the clusters are compact and
separate from each other

 Minimum Description Length Principle
The minimum description length MDL principle has been proposed by Rissanen as
a general criterion for model selection  MDL has its roots in information theory
and can be considered as an estimation technique used in information theory and
statistics   It is used to select the (best model from a given possible set of
models which results in the minimum description length of the signal in bits MDL
criterion has two terms the 	rst of which is called the data term and corresponds to
the number of bits required to represent a signal or data with a given model The
second term called the penalty term represents the complexity of that model As the
model complexity increases the error in representing the data usually decreases MDL
searches a model among alternative models which trade o between model complexity
and accurate data representation MDL principle has been applied to a number of
areas such as image processing  modelbased multisensor fusion  reduction of
decision graphs  and 	nding the optimal number of hiddenlayer neurons in neural
networks  
MDL principle is closely related to maximum likelihood estimation MLE In fact
MLE is a special case of the MDL principle Let pxj be a parametric class of
probability functions where  

	    
k

T
is a parameter vector and x  x

	    	 x
N

T
is an observation vector In MLE the problem is to 	nd a 

which maximizes pxj
or equivalently minimizes Lxj

  log

pxj which is called the selfinformation
in information theory Lxj represents the data term in MDL which is the ideal code
length in bits required to code an observation x using model   The penalty term
L is the code length in bits which is required to code the model parameters Rissanen
has derived the description length of integer and realvalued parameters in 
The total description length required to describe data x using model  is
Lx	  Lxj  L 

In the MDL principle the problem is to 	nd a 

which minimizes the total description
length Lx	 to give the minimum description length Lx	

 The main disadvantage
of the MDL principle is that there is no analytical solution
 Determination of the Number of Clusters in
Sonar Data
The targets employed in this study are cylinders with radii   and  cm a planar
target a corner an edge of 
e
 

 and an acute corner of 
c
 

 Amplitude and
TOF patterns of these targets are collected with the sensing node described in Section 
the only dierence is in the motor step size which is 

instead of 

 at  dierent
locations r	  for each target from   

to   

in 

increments and from
r   cm to r   cm in  cm increments Figure  The target type located at
range r and azimuth  is scanned by the sensing node for scan angle 

   

with


increments The reason for using a wider range for the scan angle is the possibility
that a target may still generate returns outside of the range of  Referring back to
Figure  the angle  is always measured with respect to   

regardless of target
location r	  That is   

and   

coincide
For the given scan range and motor step size  




 angular samples of each of
amplitude and TOF patterns A
aa
	 A
bb
	 A
ab
	 A
ba
  t
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	 t
bb
	 t
ab
	 t
ba

are acquired at each target location Four similar sets of scans are collected for each
target type at each location resulting in    data sets   locations   target
types signals This set of  data is referred as training set throughout this thesis

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Figure  Discrete target locations
Three dierent data sets are used each one consisting of dierent vector
representations In each data set seven classes one for each target type and
 vector representations for each class exist The dierent vector representations are
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The 	rst vector representationX
I
is taken as the original form of the patterns without
any processing except for averaging the cross terms A
ab
 is averaged with A
ba

and t
ab
 is averaged with t
ba
 Since these cross terms should ideally be equal their
averages are more representative The choice of the second vector representation X
II
has been motivated by the target dierentiation algorithm developed by Ayrulu and
Barshan  and used with arti	cial neural network classi	ers in  The third vector

representation X
III
is motivated by the dierential terms which are used to assign belief
values to the target types for decision fusion with DempsterShafer evidential reasoning
and majority voting 
These three data sets are clustered by using the fuzzy cmeans clustering algorithm
with   c   Here d   for the data set with the vector representation X
I

d   for the data sets with the vector representations X
II
and X
III
 and N   for
all data sets The matrix A has been chosen as the d d identity matrix which leads to
the de	nition of Euclidean distance resulting in spherical clusters and m is taken as 
for all data sets
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Table  Values of the validity function S for three data sets with vector representations
X
I
 X
II
 and X
III

The values of the validity function S de	ned in Equation  have been calculated for
each data set These values are tabulated in Table  Referring to this table minimum
values of the validity function S are   and  obtained for c   in the
data sets corresponding to the vector representations X
I
 X
II
and X
III
 respectively
Therefore the most suitable number of clusters for these three data sets is seven as
expected When c   planes edges and cylinders with all three radii are included
in one cluster and corners and acute corners are classi	ed into another cluster for all

three data sets When c   planes are separated from edges and cylinders into a new
cluster Next edges are classi	ed into a new cluster when an extra cluster is added to the
fuzzy cmeans clustering algorithm ie c   Acute corners are distinguished from
corners when c is further incremented by one When c   cylinders with r
c
  cm
are moved to a new cluster Finally cylinders with r
c
  cm are separated from
cylinders with r
c
  cm into the newly added cluster when c   After this point
targets are unnecessarily divided into two or three clusters For example planes located
along the lineofsight of the transducer can be included in one cluster and the remaining
planes are collected into another cluster or the planes that are along the lineofsight of
the transducer can be placed in one cluster and the planes to the left and right of the
lineofsight of the transducer are placed in two dierent clusters
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Figure  Percentage of misclassi	cation versus the number of clusters used in the
fuzzy cmeans clustering algorithm for the three data sets with vector representations
X
I
 X
II
 and X
III

The percentages of misclassi	cation of the targets have been calculated for the same
range of c These percentages are plotted for each of the three data sets in Figure 
Referring to this 	gure minimum percentage of misclassi	cation is ! when c  
for the data sets containing the vector representations X
II
and X
III
 For the data set
containing the vector representation X
I
 this number is ! for both c   and c  

Although the percentage of misclassi	cation is equal for both c   and c   the
cylinders with radii r
c
  and r
c
  cm are grouped into the same cluster when
c   as mentioned above The data set consisting of the vector representationX
I
results
in the lowest percentages of misclassi	cation compared to the other data sets Moreover
among all three data sets highest percentages of misclassi	cation are obtained for the
data set consisting of the vector representation X
III

 MDL Principle for Finding the Optimal Number of
Clusters in Fuzzy cMeans Clustering Algorithm
In this section the MDL principle is employed to 	nd the optimal number of clusters
in the fuzzy cmeans clustering algorithm The model parameter is the total number
of clusters c used in the algorithm We need to 	nd the optimal number of clusters c

which results in the minimum description length For any observation x
j
 we need to
	nd px
j
jcluster i for   i  c Using Bayes theorem
px
j
jcluster i 
pcluster ijx
j
px
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 
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and the number of bits required to code observation x
j
in cluster i is
Lx
j
jcluster i   log

px
j
jcluster i 
Therefore the number of bits required to code observation x
j
with c clusters is
Lx
j
jc  
c
X
i
log

px
j
jcluster i 
Finally the data term in the total description length can be expressed as
Lxjc  
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N
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X
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


ij
c
N



which is the average number of bits required to describe pattern x For the penalty
term we need to 	nd the number of bits required to code the model parameters For
a model having c clusters ddimensional cluster centers v
i
s for i  	    	 c must be
coded According to reference  the description length of c realvalued parameters of
dimension d is


c log

d Therefore the penalty term in the total description length can
be expressed as
Lc 


c log

d 
and the total description length is
Lx	 c  
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
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The total description length given in Equation  is calculated when the total
number of clusters c varies between  and  for all three vector representations X
I

X
II
 and X
III
 The data term the penalty term and the total description length for
these vector representations are plotted in Figure ac respectively Referring to
these 	gures it can be observed that both the data term and the penalty term increase
with increasing c In fact to represent an observation x
j
 c membership values 
ij
for
  i  c must be coded With increasing c values the number of membership values
to be coded increases hence the data term increases However after c   the average
number of bits required to code a membership value is almost constant around   
bits for the vector representations X
I
 X
II
 and X
III
respectively Figure d With
this raw interpretation of the MDL principle minimum values of the total description
length of Equation  are obtained at c

  for all three vector representations
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Figure  The data term penalty term and the total description length versus the
total number of clusters c in the fuzzy cmeans clustering algorithm for the vector
representation a X
I
 b X
II
 and c X
III
 d The average number of bits required
to code a membership value for all three vector representations
However we know at least that there exists more than two clusters in our problem
Some other objective functions related to the MDL principle may be more convenient to
our problem instead of raw interpretation of the MDL principle These kinds of objective
functions are also used in a number of problems such as feature discrimination 
model selection in image segmentation  and 	nding the optimal number of hidden
layer neurons in neural networks  In our problem a relatively compact and separate
fuzzy cpartition giving the minimum classi	cation error with minimum possible number
of clusters is preferable Therefore the objective function given below can be employed
to 	nd the most suitable number of clusters c in the fuzzy cmeans clustering algorithm
Oc  K

S
c
K

p
c
E K

Lc 

Here S
c
is the validity criterion used in the previous section which is related to
the compactness and separation of a fuzzy cpartition p
c
E is the probability of
misclassi	cation which is equal to


 percentage of misclassi	cation Lc is the penalty
term used in total description length in the MDL principle which is equal to the cost
of having c clusters and K

 K

 and K

are the weighting factors that adjust the
contribution of these three terms which need to be determined Then the problem is to
	nd the c

value which minimizes the objective function above
Suitable K

 K

 and K

values are determined by considering some limiting cases
In the 	rst limiting case assuming that adding one more cluster does not bring any
improvement in compactness and separation of the clusters ie S
c
S
c
  then the
cost of adding one more cluster should be compensated by a decrease in the probability
of misclassi	cation That is
K

p
c
E p
c
E K

Lc  Lc 
  
In the second limiting case assume that adding one more cluster does not bring any
improvement in the probability of misclassi	cation ie p
c
E  p
c
E   This
time the cost of adding one more cluster should be compensated by a decrease in S
which means more compact and separate fuzzy cpartitioning That is
K

S
c
 S
c
 K

Lc  Lc 
  
The relative magnitudes of K

and K

with respect to each other is application
dependent If the probability of misclassi	cation is more important than the compactness
and separation of the partition then take K


 K

and vice versa
To 	nd the K

 K

 and K

values K

is set to  and K

and K

are found by
using the two limiting cases which are expressed in Inequalities  and  for all
three vector representations In these inequalities the expected values of S
c
 S
c
and
p
c
E  p
c
E are used From Figure  the expected value of the decrease in the
percentage of misclassi	cation is around ! and from Table  the expected value of the

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Figure  The values of the objective function Oc versus the total number of clusters
c in the fuzzy cmeans clustering algorithm for the vector representations X
I
 X
II
 and
X
III

decrease in S values is around  for all three vector representations Boundary values
for K

are   and  for the corresponding vector representations Similarly
boundary values for K

are   and  In this study K

and K

values are
taken as two times as large as the boundary values For all three vector representations
the values of the objective function Oc for   c   are plotted in Figure 
Referring to this 	gure minimum values of the objective function for the second and the
third vector representations are obtained for c   For the 	rst vector representation
minimum value of the objective function is obtained for c  
In this chapter the optimum number of classes existing in the training set is found
by employing both the fuzzy cmeans clustering algorithm and the minimum description
length principle In the next chapter various representations of input sonar signals two
dierent training algorithms and dierent network structures are employed to improve
the performance of neural network classi	ers in target classi	cation and localization
Chapter 
NEURAL NETWORKS FOR
IMPROVED TARGET
DIFFERENTIATION AND
LOCALIZATION
Although it is theoretically possible to dierentiate all target types included in this study
due to the vulnerability of the echo amplitude to noise and the de	ciency of the physical
models used to model the reections from each target type in accounting for second or
higherorder reections in the environment only three target types can be dierentiated
by the dierentiation algorithm Decision fusion through majority voting and Dempster
Shafer evidential reasoning described in Chapter  and voting with preference ordering
and reliability measures in Chapter  bring substantial improvement in the classi	cation
Moreover the neural network classi	er employed in  is able to dierentiate all target
types making more eective use of the available data The neural networks performance
indicates that the original training set does contain sucient information to dierentiate


all target types but the dierentiation algorithm is not able to resolve this identifying
information in real sonar systems Although trained on a discrete and relatively coarse
grid the network is able to interpolate between the grid locations and oers higher
resolution especially in azimuth than that implied by the grid size These results
recommend wider use of neural networks as robust pattern classi	ers in the area of
sensorbased robotics in particular for target dierentiation and localization In this
chapter improvement of the performance of neural network classi	er is considered by
employing various representations of input sonar signals dierent training algorithms
and dierent network structures
This chapter is organized as follows multilayer feedforward neural networks and
modular neural networks are briey reviewed in Section  and  respectively Two
training algorithms namely backpropagation and generatingshrinking algorithms are
described in Section  In Section  preprocessing techniques employed prior to
neural network classi	ers are briey described In Section  various types of input
signals to the neural network classi	ers are proposed In Section  the eect of these
input signals and training algorithms on the performance of neural networks in target
classi	cation and localization are investigated experimentally
	 Multilayer FeedForward Neural Networks
Multilayer feedforward neural networks multilayer perceptrons have been widely
used in areas such as target detection and classi	cation  speech processing 
system identi	cation  control theory  medical applications  and character
recognition  They consist of an input layer one or more hidden layers and a single
output layer each comprised of a number of units called neurons These networks
have three distinctive characteristics The model of each neuron includes a smooth
nonlinearity the network contains one or more hidden layers to extract progressively

more meaningful features and the network exhibits a high degree of connectivity Due
to the presence of distributed form of nonlinearity and high degree of connectivity
theoretical analysis of multilayer perceptrons is dicult These networks are trained
to compute the boundaries of decision regions in the form of connection weights and
biases by using training algorithms In this study two training algorithms are employed
namely backpropagation and generatingshrinking algorithms which are briey reviewed
in the next section
Two wellknown methods for determining the number of hiddenlayer neurons in feed
forward neural networks are pruning and enlarging  Pruning begins with a relatively
large number of hiddenlayer neurons and eliminates unused neurons according to some
criterion Enlarging begins with relatively small number of hiddenlayer neurons and
gradually increases their number until learning occurs
It is proven that the multilayer perceptron approximates the Bayes optimal
discriminant function in the meansquare sense when it is trained as a classi	er using
the backpropagation algorithm with in	nitely many training samples and uniform
losses  The outputs of this classi	er also represent the corresponding posterior
probabilities  However the accuracy of the approximation is limited by the
architecture of the network being trained such that if the hiddenlayer neurons are too
few then the approximation will not provide a good match Fortunately it is not
dependent on the number of layers and the type of activation function nonlinearity
used
	 Modular Neural Networks
Modular neural networks are proposed by several researchers in the light of the studies
of human and animal brains suggesting the existence of considerable specialization in
dierent parts of the brain  A network is said to be modular if the task performed

by the network can be decomposed into two or more modules which uses distinct input
without communicating with each other and the outputs of these modules are combined
with an integrating unit which decides how the outputs of these modules should be
combined to form the output of the whole network These networks oer fast training
times since the modules which are used to construct the modular neural network are
structurally simpler than the nonmodular neural network which is designed to perform
the same task Each module can be trained independently and in parallel and the sum of
the number of iterations needed to train each module is less than the sum of the number
of iterations required for training a nonmodular neural network Moreover modular
neural networks are expected to have better generalization capability since each module
performs a simpler task than the corresponding nonmodular neural network The
training times and performances of modular and nonmodular backpropagation neural
networks are compared for multiclass problems in speech recognition and character
recognition areas in 
	 Training Algorithms
 The BackPropagation Algorithm
The backpropagation algorithm is used frequently due to its simplicity extraction power
of useful information from examples and capacity of implicit information storage in the
form of connection weights and applicability to binary or realvalued patterns 
While training with the backpropagation algorithm a set of training patterns is
represented to the network and propagated forward to determine the resulting signal at
the output Backpropagation algorithm is a gradientdescent procedure that minimizes
the error at the output The average error at a particular cycle of the backpropagation
algorithm is the average of the Euclidean distance between the actual output of the

network and the desired output for all training patterns
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Here N is the number of training patterns N   d
i
is the desired output for the ith
pattern and o
i
is the actual output of the network for the ith pattern The nonlinearity
used in this network is a sigmoid function of the form
v 
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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where v is the input to a neuron The error is backpropagated through the network
in order to adjust the connection weights and biases Adjustment of these quantities is
proportional to the descent gradient of sum of squared errors with a constant called the
learning rate chosen between zero and one The speed of the training procedure is very
slow with too small learning rates but there can be stability problems if the learning rate
is chosen too large To avoid these problems a second term in the adjustment equation
called the momentum term is added  This term is proportional to the previous
adjustment through a momentum constant In this study the stopping criterion we have
used while training networks with the backpropagation algorithm is as follows The
training is stopped either when the average error is reduced to  or if a maximum of
 epochs is reached whichever occurs earlier The second case occurs very rarely
 GeneratingShrinking Algorithm
The generatingshrinking algorithm 	rst builds and then shrinks or prunes a four
layer feedforward neural network oering fast convergence rate and ! correct
classi	cation on the training set as reported in  on scaleinvariant texture
discrimination The network used in the same study consists of two hidden layers
with equal numbers of neurons which is initially set equal to the number of training
patterns Predetermined connection weights are assigned Then the hidden layers

are pruned while preserving ! correct classi	cation rate on the training set The
algorithm is based on the assumption that only one output neuron can take the value
one the winning neuron and the remaining output neurons take the value zero Since
the initial connection weights take deterministic values the network has analytically
known generalization behavior At the input layer a pre	xed reference number n
r
that can take values between zero and in	nity is used as an additional input to control
the generalization capability of the network The algorithm achieves scaleinvariant
generalization behavior as n
r
approaches zero and behaves like a nearestneighborhood
classi	er as it tends to in	nity A comparison with the backpropagation algorithm
in  indicates that the generatingshrinking algorithm does not have the convergence
problems of the backpropagation algorithm and has a substantially faster convergence
rate  s versus  s and perfect generalization capability ! versus !
although both networks have ! correct classi	cation rate on the training set For
further details of this algorithm the reader can refer to 
	 Preprocessing of the Input Signals
In this section we give a brief description of the preprocessing techniques used on the
input signals to the neural networks considered in this study
 Ordinary Fourier Transform
Fourier analysis is a well known and widelyused technique in signal processing to study
the spectral behavior of a signal  The discrete Fourier transform DFT of a signal
fn is de	ned as
F k  Fffng
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where N is the length of the signal fn

 Fractional Fourier Transform
The athorder fractional Fourier transform is a generalization of the ordinary Fourier
transform such that the 	rstorder fractional Fourier transform is the ordinary Fourier
transform and the zerothorder fractional Fourier transform corresponds to the function
itself  The transform has been studied extensively since the early nineties with
a view to applications in wave propagation optics and optical signal processing 
 time and spacefrequency analysis   pattern recognition  digital
signal  and image processing  and other areas Most applications are
based on replacing the ordinary Fourier transform with the fractional Fourier transform
Since the latter has an additional degree of freedom the order parameter a it is often
possible to generalize and improve upon previous results
The athorder fractional Fourier transform f
a
u of the function fu is de	ned for
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respectively and are de	ned as such at these values The fractional Fourier transform
reduces to the ordinary Fourier transform when a   The transform is linear and
index additive that is the a

thorder fractional Fourier transform of the a

thorder
fractional Fourier transform of a function is equal to the a

 a

thorder fractional
Fourier transform An important property of the fractional Fourier transform relating it
to timefrequency or spacefrequency concepts is its close relationship to the Wigner
distribution  The athorder fractional Fourier transform of a function corresponds
to a rotation of the Wigner distribution of the function by an angle a in the time
frequency plane Moreover digital implementation of the fractional Fourier transform

is as ecient as that of the ordinary Fourier transform in the sense that it can also be
computed in the order of N logN time where N is the number of sample points or the
signal length 
With a similar notation as in the case of DFT the athorder discrete fractional
Fourier transform DFRT of f  denoted f
a
 can be expressed as
f
a
 F
a
f 
where F
a
is the NN DFRT matrix which corresponds to the ath power of the ordinary
DFT matrix F However it should be noted that there are certain subtleties and
ambiguities in de	ning the power function for which we refer the reader to  
The DFRT can be used to approximately compute the continuous fractional Fourier
transform That is it can be used to approximately map the samples of the original
function into the samples of its fractional Fourier transform As with the ordinary DFT
the value of N should be chosen at least as large as the time or spacebandwidth product
of the signals in question
 Hartley Transform
Hartley transform  is another widelyused technique in signal processing in areas
such as image compression  and adaptive 	ltering  The discrete Hartley
transform DHT of a signal fn is de	ned as
Hk  Hffng
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where casx

 cosx  sinx and N is the length of the signal fn There is a close
relationship between the Fourier transform and Hartley transform such that if the DFT
of a signal fn is expressed as F k  F
R
k  jF
I
k then its DHT is related to the
real and imaginary parts of the DFT by Hk  F
R
k  F
I
k The DHT can also be

represented in matrix notation as
h

 Hf 
where f is an N   column vector H is the N N DHT matrix and h

is the DHT of
f 
 Wavelet Transform
Wavelet transform is a relatively new analytical tool for engineers scientists and math
ematicians for timefrequency analysis and a new basis for representing functions 
The discrete wavelet transform DWT of a function ft  L

can be obtained from the
expansion
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The coe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are called DWT of the function ft
These coecients completely describe the original signal and can be used in a way similar
to Fourier series coecients At this point it is necessary to consider the functions 
k
t
and 
jk
t in Equation  A set of scaling functions in terms of integer translations
of a basic scaling function t is represented as 
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 A family of functions generated from the basic scaling function
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Since t  V

 it can be represented in terms of basis functions of V

 Then
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where hn n  	    	M   is called the scaling lter Important features of the signal
can be better described by not using 
jk
t with increasing j to increase the size of
the subspace spanned by the scaling functions but by de	ning a slightly dierent set of
functions that spans the dierences between spaces spanned by various scales of t
These functions are called wavelet functions If the orthogonal complement of V
j
in V
j
is denoted as W
j
 then
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where  is orthogonal sum operator
Since these wavelets reside in the space spanned by the next narrower scaling function
they can be represented in terms of the scaling function as
t 
M
X
n
gn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
where gn is called wavelet lter simply related to the scaling 	lter by
gn  
n
hM  n  n  	    	M   
and M is the length of hn
Finally the procedure of 	nding the wavelet transform coecients can be summarized
as
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Here k  	 	    	 
j
N   where N is the number of samples of the original signal that
should be a power of  This equation shows that the scaling and wavelet coecients

at dierent scales j can be obtained by convolving scaling coecients at scale j   by
hn and gn and then downsampling take every other term Figure a
In the reconstruction part
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This equation shows that c
j
ks can be evaluated by upsampling the scaling and
wavelet coecients which means doubling their length by inserting zeros between each
term then convolving them with hn and gn respectively and 	nally adding the
resulting terms and multiplying by two Figure b Usually c

ks are taken as the
samples of the original signal
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Figure  a Analysis and b synthesis of DWT coecients
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 SelfOrganizing Feature Map
Selforganizing neural networks are generated by unsupervised learning algorithms
that have the ability to form internal representation of the network that model the
underlying structure of the input data These networks are commonly used to solve
the scaling problem encountered in supervised learning procedures However it is not
recommended to use them by themselves for pattern classi	cation or other decision
making processes  Instead best results are achieved with these networks when
they are used as feature extractors prior to a linear classi	er or a supervised learning
process for pattern classi	cation The most commonly used algorithm for generating
selforganizing neural networks is Kohonens selforganizing featuremapping KSOFM
algorithm  In this algorithm weights are adjusted from the input layer towards
the output layer where the output neurons are interconnected with local connections
These output neurons are geometrically organized in one two three or even higher
dimensions This algorithm can be summarized as follows
 initialize the weights randomly
 present new input from the training set
 	nd the winning neuron at the output layer
 select the neighborhood of this output neuron
 update weights from input towards selected output neurons
 continue with the second step until no considerable changes in the weights occur
For further details of this algorithm the reader can refer to 

		 Input Signals to the Neural Network
An important issue in target dierentiation with neural networks is to select those input
signals to the network that carry sucient information to dierentiate all target types
Input signals resulting in a minimal network con	guration in terms of the number of
layers and the number of neurons in these layers with minimum classi	cation error are
preferable There are many dierent ways of choosing input signals to the network
Apart from the sonar signals themselves dierential amplitude and TOF patterns have
been used frequently in previous studies on sonar sensing  In this thesis
amplitude and TOF patterns and their dierentials are used either in their raw form or
after some preprocessing as inputs to the neural networks
We considered the samples of the following  dierent signals as alternative inputs
to the neural networks
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To the best of our knowledge these input signals have not been used earlier for
target classi	cation with sonar The 	rst signal I

is taken as the original form of the
patterns without any processing except for averaging the cross terms A
ab
 is averaged
with A
ba
 and t
ab
 is averaged with t
ba
 Since these cross terms should ideally

be equal their averages are more representative The choice of the second signal I

has been motivated by the target dierentiation algorithm developed by Ayrulu and
Barshan  and used with neural network classi	ers in  The third input signal I

is motivated by the dierential terms which are used to assign belief values to the target
types classi	ed by the target dierentiation algorithm  These three input signals have
been used both in their raw form and after taking their discrete ordinary and fractional
Fourier Hartley and wavelet transforms as well as after feature extraction by KSOFM
DWTs of each signal at dierent resolution levels j are used Initially DWT of each
signal at resolution level j   is used as the input DWTI
i
	 i  	 	  Secondly
only the lowfrequency component of the DWT c

s are employed LFCDWTI
i



Finally the lowfrequency component of DWT at resolution j   c

s are used
LFCDWTI
i


 The lowfrequency components of the DWT are more similar to the
original signal When the resolution is further decreased the performance of the network
deteriorates since the number of samples in the lowfrequency component decreases with
decreasing resolution level j For this reason we have stopped at resolution j  
While obtaining these DWTs original signal samples are taken as c

 and the scaling
	lter whose 	rst twelve coecients are given in Table   is used Note that this
	lter is symmetrical with respect to n   The lowfrequency component of DWT at
resolution j   corresponds to the frequency domain information between  and


rad In order to make a fair comparison between the discrete Fourier transform and
LFCDWTI
i


 the lowfrequency component of DFT LFCFI
i
 corresponding to
the same frequency interval as the frequency content of LFCDWTI
i


is considered
In this case the magnitude of the lowfrequency component of DFT jLFCFI
i
j is
also employed The athorder discrete fractional Fourier transforms of these three input
signal representations for a values varying from  to  with  increments are
also used Finally the features extracted by using KSOFM are used as input signals
KSOFMI
i
	 i  	 	  In this case the extracted features are used both prior to
neural networks trained by the two training algorithms and prior to linear classi	ers

designed by using a leastsquares approach
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Table  First  coecients of the scaling 	lter hn which is symmetrical with respect
to n  
	
 Experimental Studies
The aim of this study is to employ neural networks to identify and resolve parameter
relations embedded in the characteristics of sonar echo returns from all target types
considered in a robust and compact manner in real time Performance of neural network
classi	ers is aected by the choice of parameters related to the network structure training
algorithm and input signals as well as parameter initialization  In this work various
input signal representations described in the previous section and two dierent training
algorithms reviewed in Section  are considered to improve the performance of neural
networks in target classi	cation and localization with sonar
The same ultrasonic sensor node used in all of our previous studies is used with step
size 

Figure  The same training set is used for training which was generated
by scanning the targets cylinders with radii   and  cm a planar target a
corner an edge of 
e
 

 and an acute corner of 
c
 

with the sensor node at
 sensing locations of Figure  Neural networks trained with the backpropagation
algorithm consist of one input one hidden and one output layer The number of input
layer neurons is determined by the total number of samples of the amplitude and TOF
patterns used by a particular type of input signal described in Section  These
numbers for the networks trained with the backpropagation algorithm are tabulated
in Tables  and  For example for the input signal I

 the original forms of the
amplitude and TOF patterns are used without any processing except for averaging the

cross terms as explained in the previous section After averaging there are six patterns
each with  samples therefore    input units are used For the second input
signal I

 four amplitude and TOF dierentials are used therefore     input
units are needed Similarly for the input signal I

 there are also four input patterns
and  is the number of input neurons When the DHT of I

	 I

	 and I

is taken the
resulting signal has the same number of samples as the original signal Since the real
and imaginary parts of the DFT and DFRTs of I

	 I

	 and I

are downsampled by  the
number of inputlayer neurons needed for the DFT and DFRTs of I

	 I

	 and I

is the
same as that needed for the corresponding original signals In the case of DFT using
only the lowfrequency components the number of input samples is reduced by


 For
the DWT the number of samples used needs to be a power of two Therefore the number
of samples  is increased to  by padding with zeroes In this case for DWTI


we have     for DWTI

 and DWTI

 we have     input units to
the neural network For the KSOFM algorithm a twodimensional output layer  
is used which is presented as input to the neural network Therefore     
inputlayer neurons are needed The number of hiddenlayer neurons is determined by
enlarging The number of outputlayer neurons is  The 	rst seven neurons encode the
target type The next seven represent the target range r which is binary coded with a
resolution of  cm The last seven neurons represent the azimuth  of the target with
respect to the lineofsight of the sensing unit which is binary coded with resolution



In addition modular network structures for each type of input signal have been
implemented in which three separate networks for target type range and azimuth
each trained with the backpropagation algorithm are employed The dierent network
structures implemented in this study are illustrated in Figure  for the input signal
I

 In the modular case each of the three modules has the same number of inputlayer
neurons as the corresponding nonmodular network The number of hiddenlayer neurons

input signal input hidden output
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Table  Number of neurons used in the input hidden and output layers of the non
modular networks trained with the backpropagation algorithm
is again determined by enlarging and varies as shown in Table  The number of output
layer neurons of each module is  Referring to Tables  and  the maximum number
of total neurons in the network layers is obtained with the input signals F
a
I

 and I

for nonmodular and modular network structures respectively the minimum number of
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Table  Number of neurons used in the input hidden and output layers of each
modular network designed for target classi	cation r and  estimation Note that the
number of input and output neurons of the modules are equal
total neurons in the network layers is obtained with the input signal jLFCFI

j for
both cases

A α(   )ab A α(   )A α(   )Aaa α(   ) α(   )abaa α(   ) α(   )α(   )bb ba t t  t  tbb ba
target type declaration, range and azimuth estimation
21 output−layer neurons
100 hidden−layer neurons
samples of  input signal
232 input−layer neurons
A α(   )ab A α(   )A α(   )Aaa α(   ) α(   )abaa α(   ) α(   )α(   )bb ba t t  t  tbb ba
azimuth  estimation
samples of input signal
7 output−layer neurons
30 hidden−layer neurons
232 input−layer neurons
A α(   )ab A α(   )A α(   )Aaa α(   ) α(   )abaa α(   ) α(   )α(   )bb ba t t  t  tbb ba
target type declaration
7 output−layer neurons
25 hidden−layer neurons
232 input−layer neurons
samples of input signal
A α(   )ab A α(   )A α(   )Aaa α(   ) α(   )abaa α(   ) α(   )α(   )bb ba t t  t  tbb ba
range estimation
7 output−layer neurons
49 hidden−layer neurons
232 input−layer neurons
samples of input signal
rnA α(   )ab A α(   )A α(   )Aaa α(   ) α(   )abaa α(   ) α(   )α(   )bb ba t t  t  tbb ba
target type declaration
233 input−layer neurons
175 hidden−layer neurons
175 hidden−layer neurons
7 output−layer neurons
samples of input signal
a
b
c
Figure  The structure of the a nonmodular and b modular networks trained with
the backpropagation algorithm c nonmodular network trained with the generating
shrinking algorithm when the input signal I

is used

Neural networks using the same input signals are also trained with the generating
shrinking algorithm This algorithm can only be applied to target type classi	cation
since it is based on the assumption that only one output neuron takes the value one the
winning neuron and the others are zero For this reason range and azimuth estimation
cannot be made with this approach In these networks the number of inputlayer neurons
for each type of input signal is determined as described above for backpropagation
networks except that there is an additional input neuron for the reference number n
r

The reference number n
r
is taken as  after making a number of simulations with n
r
varying between  and  The output layer has seven neurons Initially each of
the two hidden layers has  neurons equal to the number of training patterns which
is reduced by one fourth to  or  after training Since the number of neurons in
the two hidden layers are approximately equal  or  and the number of output
neurons is 	xed for all types of input signals the complexity of these networks can be
assessed by the number of their input neurons
In order to measure the performance of the neural networks in target classi	cation
and localization three dierent test data sets are generated Initially each target type
is placed in turn in each of the  training positions shown in Figure  Four sets of
patterns are collected for each combination of target type and location again resulting in
 sets of experimentally acquired patterns This set is referred as test set I throughout
this thesis The test data are not collected at the same time as the training data
Rather each target is 	rst moved through all the grid locations and a complete training
set is fully completed  sets of patterns The test data for the grid locations are
obtained later by repositioning the objects at the grid locations and acquiring another
 sets of patterns This means that there will inevitably be some dierences in the
object positions and orientations as well as the ambient conditions ie temperature
and humidity even though the targets are nominally placed at the same grid points In
the testing stage the targets are not presented to the sensing node following the same
order used in training Rather a random strategy is followed

Next the targets are situated arbitrarily in the continuous estimation space and not
necessarily con	ned to the  locations of Figure  This second set of test data was
acquired with about a months delay after collecting the training data which is referred as
test set II throughout this thesis Randomly generated locations within the area shown
in Figure  not necessarily corresponding to one of the  grid locations are used
as target positions The r	  values corresponding to these locations are generated by
using the uniform random number generator in MATLAB The range for r is  cm
 cm and that for  is 

	 


Finally we have carried out tests with targets not scanned during training which
are slightly dierent in size shape or roughness than the targets used for training
These are two smooth cylinders of radii  cm and  cm a cylinder of radius  cm
covered with bubbled packing material a 

smooth edge and a plane covered with
bubbled packing material The packing material with bubbles has a honeycomb pattern
of uniformly distributed circular bubbles of diameter  cm and height  cm with a
centertocenter separation of  cm The test data are collected at the  grid locations
used for training Note that this set of test data is referred as test set III throughout
this thesis
The dierent network structures are tested with the test sets I II and III Based on
these data neural networks trained with the backpropagation algorithm estimate the
target type range and azimuth those trained with the generatingshrinking algorithm
determine only the target type
For nonmodular and modular networks trained with the backpropagation algorithm
the resulting average percentages over all target types for correct type classi	cation
correct range and correct azimuth estimation are given in Tables  for test sets
IIII respectively In these tables the numbers before the parentheses are for non
modular networks whereas the numbers in the parentheses are for modular networks
trained with the backpropagation algorithm In all of these tables the best results

input signal  of  of correct r estimation  of correct  estimation
correct error tolerance 
r
error tolerance 

classif  cm  cm   cm  cm 
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Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation range r and azimuth  estimation
for test set I
are given for the DFRT of these signals with the order   a    The
best results for DFRT of the signals I

 I

 and I

are obtained with a   
and  respectively A range or azimuth estimate is considered correct if it is within
an error tolerance of 
r
or 

of the actual range or azimuth respectively For test
set I Table  the highest average percentages of correct classi	cation of !

and ! obtained with the input signal F
a
I

 and LFCDWTI



for nonmodular
and modular networks respectively For nonmodular networks the highest average
percentages of correct azimuth estimation are achieved with F
a
I

 and lies in the range
 ! for j

j   

 It is ! for j

j  

which is obtained with the signals
F
a
I

 and LFCDWTI



 and ! for j

j  

is obtained with the signals F
a
I


LFCDWTI



 and FI

 The highest average percentage of correct range estimation
lies in the range ! and is obtained with the input signal I

for the error tolerances
j
r
j    cm and it is ! for j
r
j   cm which is achieved with both the signals
I

and F
a
I

 and it is ! obtained with FI

 for j
r
j   cm For modular networks
the highest average percentages of correct azimuth estimation is ! is achieved with
I

for the error tolerance level j

j  

and ! for j

j  

obtained with the
signals I

and FI

 For the error tolerance levels j

j  

and 

 the highest
average percentages of correct azimuth estimation are  and ! which are obtained
with both FI

 and LFCDWTI



 The highest average percentage of correct range
estimation for j
r
j   cm is ! is obtained with LFCDWTI



 The highest
average percentage of correct range estimation are  and ! for j
r
j   and  cm
obtained with the input signal I

 For j
r
j   cm it is ! which is achieved with the
input signals I

 FI

 and LFCDWTI



 For both modular and nonmodular cases
when wavelet transformed signals are used the results are comparable to the results
of the original signal However employing only the lowfrequency component of the
wavelet transform at the resolution level j   ie c

 results in better classi	cation
and estimation performance than employing both c

and d

 While classi	cation and
estimation performance further increases by using the lowfrequency component of the
wavelet transform at the resolution level j   for the input signal I

 it decreases for I

and I

 For both nonmodular and modular network structures employing only the low
frequency component of the Fourier transform gives better classi	cation and estimation
performance than employing all frequency components of the Fourier transformed signals
for the input signals I

and I

 These results are also better than the results obtained

with the lowfrequency component of the wavelet transform at the resolution level j  
for these input signals For the input signal I

 comparable classi	cation and estimation
performance is obtained with employing only the lowfrequency component of the Fourier
transform and with employing all frequency components of the Fourier transform Still
the results obtained with the lowfrequency component of the wavelet transform at the
resolution level j   for the input signal I

is better than the results obtained with
the lowfrequency component of the Fourier transform of this input signal However
employing only the magnitude of the lowfrequency components of the Fourier transform
even worsens the results obtained with employing all frequency components of the Fourier
transformed signals for all input signal representations
For test set II Table  the maximum correct target classi	cation percentages
of ! nonmodular network structure and ! modular structure are maintained
when the input signals F
a
I

 and LFCDWTI



are used respectively These values
are the same as those achieved at the grid positions As expected the percentages
for the nongrid test positions can be lower than those for the grid test positions by
 to  percentage points the networks give the best results when a test target is
situated exactly at one of the training sites Noting that the networks are trained only
at  locations and at grid spacings of  cm and 

 it can be concluded from the
percentage of correct range and azimuth estimates obtained at error tolerances of j
r
j 
 cm and  cm and j

j  

and 

 that the networks demonstrate the ability
to interpolate between the training grid locations Thus the neural network maintains
a certain spatial continuity between its input and output and does not haphazardly
map positions which are not drawn from the  locations of Figure  The correct
target type percentages in the corresponding tables are quite high and the accuracy
of the rangeazimuth estimates would be acceptable for most of the input signals in
many applications If better estimates are required this can be achieved by reducing the
training grid spacing in Figure  Moreover these percentages for the modular network
structures are slightly better than those for neural networks in which type classi	cation

input signal  of  of correct r estimation  of correct  estimation
correct error tolerance 
r
error tolerance 

classif 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Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation range r and azimuth  estimation
for test set II
and range and azimuth estimation are done simultaneously
For test set III Table  a maximum correct target classi	cation percentage
of ! for both nonmodular and modular network structures is obtained when the
input signalsHI

 nonmodular network structure and F
a
I

 modular structure are
used respectively When the nonmodular network trained with the backpropagation

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Table  Average percentages of correct classi	cation range r and azimuth 
estimation for test set III
algorithm is tested with test set III there is a decrease of  percentage points on
the average of all the dierent input signals compared to the testing results for test
set I This number is  percentage points for the modular network trained with the
backpropagation algorithm For both nonmodular and modular network structures
comparable average percentages of correct range and azimuth estimation are obtained

for both test set I and II Overall we can conclude that the networks exhibit some
degree of robustness to variations in target shape size and roughness Again overall
performances of the modular network structures are slightly better than those of non
modular structures
input signal  of  of correct r estimation  of correct  estimation
correct error tolerance 
r
error tolerance 

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Table  Average percentages of correct classi	cation range r and azimuth 
estimation for KSOFM used prior to a linear classi	er The numbers before the
parentheses are for test set I the numbers in the parentheses are for test set II whereas
the numbers in the brackets are for test set III
The results obtained with KSOFM used prior to linear classi	ers are given in
Table  This combination results in better classi	cation performance than when the
KSOFM is applied prior to neural networks the results of which are given in the last three
rows of Tables  The classi	cation and azimuth estimation performance of a linear
classi	er using features extracted by KSOFM are also comparable to those obtained
with the corresponding unprocessed signals However range estimation performance
deteriorates dramatically compared to the results obtained with the corresponding
unprocessed signals Table 
For networks trained with the generatingshrinking algorithm the resulting average
percentages over all target types for correct type classi	cation are given in Table 
Referring to this table the maximum average percentage of correct classi	cation is
! for both test data I and II and is obtained with the input signal representation
LFCFI

 and is followed by LFCDWTI



 LFCDWTI



 FI

 HI

 and
F
a
I

 It is ! for test data III which is obtained with the input signal representation
FI

 and is followed by F
a
I

 and HI

 In this case resulting percentages are
almost comparable for all input signal representations except the features obtained by

input signal Test set
I II III
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Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation for networks trained with the
generatingshrinking algorithm for the three test sets
using KSOFM which are much lower  ! When arbitrary test positions are used
test data II compared to the results of test data I the decreases in the percentages
of the networks trained by employing the generatingshrinking algorithm are much
smaller than those of the modular and nonmodular structures trained by employing

the backpropagation algorithm Unlike the latter case for most of the input signal
representations the two results are identical In a few cases there is ! dierence
To illustrate the distribution of average correct classi	cation and localization
percentages to the target types the percentages of correct classi	cation and correct
range and azimuth estimation for each target type are provided in Tables  and  for
the nonmodular network trained with the backpropagation algorithm when the input
signal I

is used In most cases the same trend exhibited in these tables is maintained
for various input signals by the dierent network structures
target type  of  of correct r estimation  of correct  estimation
correct error tolerance 	
r
error tolerance 	

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 cm 
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
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
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Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation range r and azimuth  estimation
for the nonmodular network trained with the backpropagation algorithm when the
input signal I

is used The numbers before the parentheses are for test set I whereas
the numbers given in parentheses are for test set II
Statistics over ten nonmodular networks trained with the backpropagation
algorithm using dierent initial conditions for the connection weights are provided in
Table  for the input signal I

 In this table the numbers before the parentheses are
the means of the average percentages of correct classi	cation range r and azimuth 
estimation whereas the numbers given in parentheses are the standard deviations of the
average percentages of correct classi	cation range r and azimuth  estimation
In this chapter various input signal representations two dierent training algorithms
and three dierent network structures are considered for neural networks to improve their

target type  of  of correct r estimation  of correct  estimation
correct error tolerance 
r
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Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation range r and azimuth 
estimation for the nonmodular network trained with the backpropagation algorithm
when the input signal I

is used for test set III
test  of  of correct r estimation  of correct  estimation
set correct error tolerance 
r
error tolerance 

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Table  The mean and the standard deviation of the average percentages of correct
classi	cation range r and azimuth  estimation over ten nonmodular networks
trained with the backpropagation algorithm using dierent initial conditions for the
connection weights Input signal I

is used
performances in target classi	cation and localization with sonar In most cases the low
frequency component of the wavelet transform of the signal I

at resolution level j  
results in better classi	cation and localization performance Networks trained with the
generatingshrinking algorithm demostrate better generalization capability compared to
the networks trained with the backpropagation algorithm When the results for non
modular and modular networks are compared it is observed that the results for modular
networks are in general slightly better than the results for nonmodular ones In the next
chapter statistical pattern recognition techniques are employed for target classi	cation
with sonar
Chapter 
STATISTICAL PATTERN
RECOGNITION TECHNIQUES
In this chapter application of statistical pattern recognition techniques to target
classi	cation with sonar are presented The methods considered are two variations of the
knearest neighbor method kNN kernel estimation parameterized density estimation
and linear discriminant analysis
This chapter is organized as follows statistical pattern recognition techniques are
summarized in Section  In Section  these classi	cation methods are applied to
our problem

 Statistical Pattern Recognition Techniques
Classical classi	cation problem can be de	ned as the classi	cation of an object coming
from class w
i
if its corresponding vector representation x falls in the region #
i
 A
rule which partitions a space into regions #
i
 i  	    	 N where N is the number
of possible classes is called a decision rule Boundaries between regions are named


as decision surfaces Let pw
i
 be the probability of an object belonging to class w
i

i  	    	 N  Since these probabilities are independent of x and are known without
making any observations they are called a priori probabilities Usually they are taken
equal to each other to minimize the probability of making an error To classify an
object with vector representation x a posteriori probabilities pw
i
jx	 i  	    	 N
probabilities of belonging to each class can be compared and the object is classi	ed to
class w
k
if
pw
k
jx  pw
i
jx for all i 	 k  x  #
k

The fundamental decision rule described above is known as Bayes minimum error
rule However since these a posteriori probabilities are rarely known they need to
be estimated A more convenient formulation of this rule can be obtained by using
Bayes theorem such that
pw
i
jx 
pxjw
i
pw
i

px

which results in
pxjw
k
pw
k
  pxjw
i
pw
i
 for all i 	 k  x  #
k

where pxjw
i
 are the classconditional probability density functions These class
conditional probability density functions are also unknown and need to be estimated
The set of vector representations used to estimate these classconditional probability
density functions is called the design or training set The performance of any decision
rule can be measured in a dierent set of vector representations which is called the
test set There are various statistical techniques to estimate these classconditional
density functions These techniques are mainly divided into two as nonparametric
and parametric In nonparametric methods no assumptions on the parametric form
of the classconditional densities are made However one of the main disadvantages
of nonparametric estimation methods is that large data bases must be retained This

is because it has been shown by Rosenblatt  that any nonparametric probability
density function estimate based on a 	nite sample is biased There are four major
types of nonparametric probability density function estimators which are histogram
kernel estimator knearest neighbor kNN method and series method In parametric
methods parametric models for the classconditional densities are assumed and then the
parameters of these models are estimated These parametric methods are mainly based
on normal and nonnormal models In parametric methods based on the normal model
the parametric forms of the classconditional densities are taken as the multivariate
normal density In parametric methods based on a nonnormal model parametric form of
the classconditional densities can be taken as any suitable probability density function
The most commonly used estimation method in this case is the maximum likelihood
estimator
More generally classi	cation rules can be written as
q
k
x  q
i
x for all i 	 k  x  #
k

where the function q
i
is a discriminant function
 Kernel Estimator
Kernel estimator is a class of probability density estimator 	rst proposed by Fix and
Hodges in   In the kernel estimator method the classconditional density
function pxjw
i
 estimates are of the form
)pxjw
i
 

n
i
h
d
n
i
X
j
K

x x
j
h
	

where x is the ddimensional vector at which the estimate is being made and x
j
s j 
	    	 n
i
are the samples in the design set In this equation n
i
is the total number of
sample points in class w
i
 h is called the spread or smoothing parameter or bandwidth of

a kernel estimator and Kz is a kernel function which satis	es the conditions below
Kz   
Z
Kzdz   
In this method the selection of the smoothing parameter h is important If h is selected
too small the estimator degenerates into a collection of n
i
sharp peaks each located at a
sample point On the other hand if h is selected too large the estimate is oversmoothed
and an almost uniform probability density function results Usually h is chosen as a
function of n
i
such that
lim
n
i
	
hn
i
   
Although any nonparametric estimate of pxjw
i
 based on a 	nite sample is biased
extra conditions on Kz can be imposed to ensure asymptotic unbiasedness These are
Z
jKzjdz 

 
sup
	
z
	
jKzj 

 
lim
z	
jzKzj   
In addition if h satis	es the condition lim
n
i
	
n
i
hn
i
  
 then )pxjw
i
 is
asymptotically consistent Other properties of )pxjw
i
 under various conditions on Kz
and h can be found in  In the particular case of a Gaussian kernel the estimate
of pxjw
i
 can be expressed as
)pxjw
i
 

n
i
h
d
n
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X
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
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
d	
jj

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
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
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
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


Since the amount of computation involved in this estimate is excessive frequently
uncorrelatedness of the elements of x x
j
is assumed and  is replaced by a diagonal
matrix Then
)pxjw
i
 
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
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There are various approaches to select h if a constant h is to be used Some of them can
be summarized as
 plot marginal estimates for several h values and choose one which is neither too
smooth nor too degenerate
 	nd the average distance between sample points and their qth nearest neighbor
and use this as h
 try dierent h values and select the one giving minimum misclassi	cation rate by
using the crossvalidation approach This approach can be summarized as follows
Each design set point is classi	ed in turn based on the estimator designed using
the other n  points in the design set then the percentage of misclassi	cation is
calculated
 leastsquares crossvalidation in which h is chosen as minimizing integrated square
error
R
)pxjw
i
 pxjw
i


dx
 likelihood crossvalidation in which h is chosen as maximizing the function
n

P
n
i
k
log )p
k
x
k
jw
i
 Here )p
k
x
k
jw
i
 is the estimate constructed using all data
points except x
k
in the design set
 chose h which minimizes the mean squared error MSE
x
)pxjw
i
  Ef)pxjw
i
 
pxjw
i
g

 chose h which minimizes the mean integrated squared error MISE
x
)pxjw
i
 
E

R
)pxjw
i
 pxjw
i


dx

 test graph method plot second derivative of )pxjw
i
 for various h values and chose
h resulting in rapid uctuations which are quite marked but do not obscure the
systematic variations completely

For the further details of these approaches and for the other approaches the reader can
refer to the references 
 kNearest Neighbor 	kNN
 Method
For the class w
i
with the classconditional density function pxjw
i
 the probability that
a point will fall in a local neighborhood L of x can be expressed as
p
i
x 
Z
zL
pzjw
i
dz 
If L is small and of volume V  then the above integral can be approximated as follows
p
i
x  pxjw
i
V 
then
pxjw
i
  p
i
xV 
This approximation corresponds to the average value of pxjw
i
 in the region L around
x From this approximation a probability density function estimator can be developed
as follows p
i
x can be estimated simply by observing what proportion of the n
i
sample
points fall in L If k
i
is the number of sample points falling in L then
)p
i
x  k
i
n
i

Therefore the kNN estimator for class w
i
)pxjw
i
 can be de	ned as
)pxjw
i
 
k
i
n
i
V

However this estimator is not a valid probability density function since the integral of
Equation  over the whole space is not unity but is in	nity Since the aim of the
kNN method is to classify new observation points this method can be extended slightly
by combining all the class sample points into one set of n points such that
P
N
i
n
i
 n

Let k be the number of points from the combined set that fall in V  k
i
of it coming from
class w
i
 Then the estimators for pw
i
 and px can be de	ned as
)pw
i
 
n
i
n

)px 
k
nV

By using the Bayes rule
)pw
i
jx 
)pxjw
i
)pw
i

)px

k
i
k

Finally this results in a classi	cation rule such that x is classi	ed as belonging to class
w
m
if k
m
 max
i
k
i
 Therefore an object with vector representation x in the test set
is classi	ed as belonging to a class w
m
simply by voting among the classes of the vector
representations of k nearest neighbors of x in the training set where w
m
is the class
which receives the maximum vote One of the main disadvantages of this method is that
a prede	ned rule for the selection of the k value does not exist
Another interpretation of the kNN estimator which relates it to the kernel estimator
can be found in  Let r
k
x be the Euclidean distance from x to the kth nearest
neighbor of x and V
k
x be the volume of the ddimensional sphere of radius r
k
x
Therefore
V
k
x  c
d
r
k
x
d

and
)pxjw
i
 
k
n
i
V
k
x

k
n
i
c
d
r
k
x
d
 
Here c
d
is volume of the unit sphere in ddimensional space Now consider the kernel
Kz 



c

d
if jxj  
 otherwise


Then the kernel estimate of )pxjw
i
 with the smoothing parameter h  r
k
x is equal
to the estimate of )pxjw
i
 which is given in Equation  Finally this relation can
be extended to a general kernel such that
)pxjw
i
 

n
i
r
k
x
d
n
i
X
j
K

x x
j
r
k
x
	
 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This estimator is referred as generalized knearest neighbor estimator The major
dierence between the kernel estimator and the generalized kNN estimator is that in
the generalized kNN estimator dierent smoothing parameter values r
k
x are used for
each vector representation x instead of a constant smoothing parameter h for all vector
representations as in the kernel estimator
 Parameterized Density Estimation with Normal Models
In this method each classconditional density function is assumed to be a multivariate
normal such that
pxjx

	    	x
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	 i  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where 
i
s denote the class mean and 
i
s denote the classcovariance matrices The
parameters 
i
 
i
	
i
 must be estimated by using estimation techniques based on the
design set The most commonly used estimation technique is the maximum likelihood
estimation In maximum likelihood estimation a likelihood function which is maximized
with respect to the parameters to be estimated is de	ned as
Lx

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Clearly any monotonic transformation of L has its maximum at the same 
i
value as L
does Natural logarithm of L is frequently used To 	nd the 
i
value which maximizes
L one can dierentiate lnL with respect to 
i
 equate the resulting expressions to zero
to give the normal equations and 	nally solve these equations for
)

i
 Through slightly
more complicated algebra  the maximum likelihood estimates of 
i
s and 
i
s can
be derived as
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j
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Normal models used with parameterized density estimation are divided into two groups
which are namely heteroscedastic normal model and homoscedastic normal model In
the homoscedastic normal model all classcovariance matrices are equal 
)

i
  for
all i  	    	 N Usually  is taken as the weighted average of each classcovariance
matrix estimate
)

i
 such that
 
N
X
i
n
i
n
)

i

In the heteroscedastic normal model dierent classcovariance matrices are used for each
class
 Linear Discriminant Analysis
In linear discriminant analysis discriminant functions qxs are linear functions of x
i
such that
qx  a


d
X
i
a
i
x
i
 a
T
z 
where z  	x
T

T
is the augmented observation vector Our aim is to 	nd the weight
vector a based on the design set which consists of two class samples such that

i a
T
z
i
  whenever x
i
is a sample from class w

 and
ii a
T
z
i

  whenever x
i
is a sample from class w

Without loss of generality one can de	ne y
i
such that
i y
i
 z
i
 whenever x
i
is a sample from class w

 and
ii y
i
 z
i
 whenever x
i
is a sample from class w

Now the weight vector a must satisfy the condition a
T
y
i
  for all y
i
corresponding
to x
i
in the design set The decision surface estimated from this discriminant function is
a
T
y
i
  which is a hyperplane In fact unless these two classes are linearly separable
a weight vector a which satis	es the above condition cannot be found Therefore the
aim of this classi	cation process is to satisfy a
T
y
i
  for as many of the sample points
as possible by minimizing the misclassication rate However the misclassi	cation rate
is a dicult criterion to minimize There are various criteria to 	nd the linear surface
which best discriminates two classes Two of the most widely used ones are perceptron
criterion and Fishers criterion The perceptron criterion minimizes
C

a 
X
M
a
T
y
i
	 where M  y
i
such that a
T
y
i

  
Fishers criterion maximizes of the ratio of the distance between sample means to the
standard deviation within samples That is
C

a 
a
T
*
x

 a
T
*
x

p
a
T
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
A weight vector a that satis	es a
T
y
i
 b
i
can be found instead of 	nding the weight
vector a such that as many of the sample points as possible satisfy a
T
y
i
  Here b
i
s
are positive constants for the sample points Then n equations in matrix form a
T
Y  B
must be solved where Y  y

	y

	    	y
n
 and B  b

   b
n

T
 For a given B the
leastsquares approach which minimizes
C
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T
Y B
T
a
T
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
results in the solution
a  YY
T


YB 
An interesting choice for B is
B 


n
n

u

n
n

u




where u
i
is a vector of n
i
ones n
i
is the number of design set vectors from class w
i
 and
n

 n

 n Leastsquares approach with this choice of B results in exactly the same
solution obtained with Fishers criterion 
Generalization of linear discriminant analysis to N classes can be done in several
ways summarized below
 use N   twoclass decision rules the 	rst separating #

from #

	    	#
N
 the
second separating #

from #

	    	#
N
 the third separating #

from #

	    	#
N

etc
 use N   twoclass decision rules each one separating #
i
	 i  	    	 N   from
all #
j
j  	    	 N where j 	 i
 use NN   twoclass decision rules one for each pair of classes

 Experimental Studies
Again the same ultrasonic sensor node used in all our previous studies is employed with
step size 

Figure  The same training set is used for designing the classi	cation
rule The training set is generated by scanning the following targets with the sensor
node while the targets are located at the  sensing locations of Figure  cylinders
with radii   and  cm a planar target a corner an edge of 
e
 

 and an
acute corner of 
c
 



The same vector representations used with fuzzy cmeans clustering algorithm
described in Section  are used to construct three dierent design sets Note that
the entries of these vector representations are the samples of the corresponding signals
I

 I

 and I

which are used as the input signals to the neural network classi	ers in
Section  Three dierent test sets I II and III are used to test each classi	cation
method with each design set These test sets are the same test sets used throughout this
thesis
First the kNN and generalized kNN methods are used to classify the vector
representations of target types in each test set with the corresponding design set for
k values varying between  and  The resulting percentages of correct classi	cation
for each target type and their averages are tabulated for the three dierent vector
representations and three test sets in Tables  In all of the tables the numbers
before the parentheses are the testing results for kNN whereas the numbers given in
parentheses are those for generalized kNN For the kNN method the highest average
percentages of correct classi	cation in testing results of test set I are ! ! and
! for the vector representations X
I
 X
II
 and X
III
 respectively For test set II the
highest average percentages of correct classi	cation are ! ! and ! and those
for test set III are ! ! and ! for the vector representations X
I
 X
II
 and X
III

respectively The average percentages of correct classi	cation decreases with increasing
k values for all test sets and vector representations For vector representations X
I
and
X
II
 the average percentages of correct classi	cation are comparable up to k   After
this k value the results for X
I
is better than those for X
II
for test set I Moreover the
average percentages of correct classi	cation for X
I
is always higher than those for X
II
for test sets II and III The results for the third vector representation are not satisfactory
compared to the results obtained with the 	rst two vector representations for all test
sets

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Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation when kNN and generalized k
NN methods are employed in test set I with k values between  and  for vector
representation X
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Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation when kNN and generalized k
NN methods are employed in test set I with k values between 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Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation when kNN and generalized k
NN methods are employed in test set I with k values between  and  for vector
representation X
III

Higher percentages of correct classi	cation are obtained with the generalized k
NN method than with kNN For the generalized kNN method the highest average
percentage of correct classi	cation achieved with test set I is ! for all vector
representations For test set II the highest average percentages of correct classi	cation
are ! ! and ! and for test set III ! ! and ! for the vector

k          
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Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation when kNN and generalized k
NN methods are employed in test set II with k values between  and  for vector
representation X
I

k          
target type
plane 	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Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation when kNN and generalized k
NN methods are employed in test set II with k values between  and  for vector
representation X
II

k          
target type
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 	
 	
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Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation when kNN and generalized k
NN methods are employed in test set II with k values between  and  for vector
representation X
III

representations X
I
 X
II
 and X
III
 respectively For test set I highest average
percentages of correct classi	cation in the range of ! are obtained for   k   for
all three vector representations When k   the percentages decrease with increasing
k values for all three vector representations and the classi	cation results for X
I
are
always better than those for X
II
and X
III
 For test sets II and III the highest average
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Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation when kNN and generalized k
NN methods are employed in test set III with k values between  and  for vector
representation X
I

k          
target type
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Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation when kNN and generalized k
NN methods are employed in test set III with k values between  and  for vector
representation X
II

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Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation when kNN and generalized k
NN methods are employed in test set III with k values between  and  for vector
representation X
III

percentages of correct classi	cation are obtained for vector representationX
I
 followed by
vector representations X
II
and X
III
in the given order For both kNN and generalized
kNN estimators the correct classi	cation rates for test set II and III are lower than
those for test set I for most cases Moreover the correct classi	cation rates for test set
II are better than those for test set III for most cases
Next kernel estimators are designed based on each design set In these estimators
Gaussian kernels are used and the smoothing parameter h is found by 	nding the average

distances between sample points and their qth nearest neighbor for   q   and
selecting the average distance giving minimum misclassi	cation rate by using the cross
validation approach For all the vector representations the average distances for q  
which gives the minimum misclassi	cation rate in crossvalidation approach is selected
The resulting percentages of correct classi	cation for each target type and their averages
are tabulated for the three vector representations in Table  for test set I and II In
this table the numbers before the parentheses are for test set I whereas the numbers
given in parentheses are the results of test set II For test set III the resulting percentages
are tabulated in Table  The results with kernel estimators are always better than
the results obtained with kNN method However for the vector representation X
III
the
results with generalized kNN when   k   are always better than the results obtained
with the kernel estimator while the results with generalized kNN when   k   are
comparable with the results of kernel estimator for the vector representations X
I
and
X
II
for test set I When   k   the results with generalized kNN are always better
than the results obtained with the kernel estimator for all three vector representations
for test set II while they are comparable for test set III When k   the situation is
reversed for all test sets For test set I the average percentages of correct classi	cation
obtained with kernel estimator are ! ! and ! for the vector representations
X
I
 X
II
 and X
III
 respectively For test set II these percentages are ! ! and
! and those for test set III are ! ! and ! for the vector representations X
I

X
II
 and X
III
 respectively
Thirdly parameterized density estimation with the normal model is used to estimate
classconditional probability density function for each class ie target type in each
design set Heteroscedastic and homoscedastic normal models are employed The
resulting percentages of correct classi	cation for each target type and their averages for
test sets I and II are tabulated for the three vector representations with heteroscedastic
and homoscedastic normal models in Tables  and  respectively In these tables
the numbers before the parentheses are for test set I whereas the numbers given in

vector representation X
I
X
II
X
III
target type
plane   
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  
edge 
e
 

   
acute corner 
c
 

   
cylinder r
c
  cm   
cylinder r
c
  cm   
cylinder r
c
  cm   
average   
Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation when kernel estimator is employed
in test sets I and II for the three vector representations X
I
 X
II
 and X
III

vector representation X
I
X
II
X
III
target type
plane   
edge 
e
 

   
cylinder r
c
  cm   
cylinder r
c
  cm   
cylinder r
c
  cm   
average   
Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation when kernel estimator is employed
in test set III for the three vector representations X
I
 X
II
 and X
III

parentheses are the results of test set II The testing results of test set III for both
heteroscedastic and homoscedastic normal models are given in Table  In this
table the numbers before the parentheses are for heteroscedastic normal model whereas
the numbers given in parentheses are the results of the homoscedastic normal model
Referring to these tables on the average the percentages of correct classi	cation obtained
with the heteroscedastic normal model are slightly higher than those obtained with
the homoscedastic normal model Nevertheless the percentages obtained with these
models are always lower than those obtained with both the kNN methods and the

kernel estimator for the three test sets This result can be expected since both of these
methods are nonparametric in which no assumptions on the underlying density functions
for each class are made On the other hand in parameterized density estimation with the
normal model the classconditional densities are assumed to have Gaussian distribution
which imposes an unnecessary restriction
vector representation X
I
X
II
X
III
target type
plane   
corner   
edge 
e
 

   
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c
 

   
cylinder r
c
  cm   
cylinder r
c
  cm   
cylinder r
c
  cm   
average   
Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation when parameterized density
estimation with heteroscedastic normal model employed in test set I and II for the
three vector representations X
I
 X
II
 and X
III

vector representation X
I
X
II
X
III
target type
plane   
corner   
edge 
e
 

   
acute corner 
c
 

   
cylinder r
c
  cm   
cylinder r
c
  cm   
cylinder r
c
  cm   
average   
Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation when parameterized density
estimation with homoscedastic normal model employed in test set I and II for the three
vector representations X
I
 X
II
 and X
III


vector representation X
I
X
II
X
III
target type
plane   
edge 
e
 

   
cylinder r
c
  cm   
cylinder r
c
  cm   
cylinder r
c
  cm   
average   
Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation when parameterized density
estimation with heteroscedastic and homoscedastic normal models employed in test set
III for the three vector representations X
I
 X
II
 and X
III

Finally linear discriminant analysis is employed to classify the seven target types
In this analysis the leastsquares approach is used with B matrices which are chosen
according to Equation  and N   twoclass decision rules each one separating
#
i
	 i  	    	 N   from all #
j
j  	    	 N	 j 	 i are designed In this study N  
and n
i
 	 i  	    	  for each design set The resulting percentages of correct
classi	cation for each target type and their averages for test set I and II are tabulated
for the three vector representations in Table  In this table the numbers before the
parentheses are for test set I whereas the numbers given in parentheses are the results of
test set II The results of test set III are given in Table  Referring to these tables it
can be observed that these results are even worse than the results obtained by employing
parameterized density estimation with the homoscedastic normal model These results
indicate that the three vector representations of the data collected from the target types
are not suitable for linear separation
The results obtained with vector representation X
I
are better than the results
obtained with the other vector representations whereas vector representationX
III
results
in the lowest percentages of correct classi	cation among all vector representations for all
methods considered in this chapter The best classi	cation performance for all methods
considered in this chapter is obtained with test set I followed by test sets II and III

vector representation X
I
X
II
X
III
target type
plane   
corner   
edge 
e
 

   
acute corner 
c
 

   
cylinder r
c
  cm   
cylinder r
c
  cm   
cylinder r
c
  cm   
average   
Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation when linear discriminant analysis is
employed in test sets I and II for the three vector representations X
I
 X
II
 and X
III

vector representation X
I
X
II
X
III
target type
plane   
edge 
e
 

   
cylinder r
c
  cm   
cylinder r
c
  cm   
cylinder r
c
  cm   
average   
Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation when linear discriminant analysis is
employed in test set III for the three vector representations X
I
 X
II
 and X
III

in the given order Moreover nonparametric methods ie kNN methods and kernel
estimator always outperform parameterized density estimation and linear discriminant
analysis
In this chapter application of various statistical pattern recognition techniques
to target classi	cation is presented In the next chapter all approaches used for
target classi	cation and localization with sonar throughout this thesis are compared
experimentally in a common test pool
Chapter 
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
This chapter compares the performances of dierent classi	cation schemes and fusion
techniques used throughout this thesis for target dierentiation and localization of
commonly encountered features in indoor robot environments To the best of our
knowledge a compact complete and neat comparison of these classi	cation and fusion
methods supported by experimental veri	cation does not exist for target classi	cation
One of the main contribution of this thesis is the comparison of these methods based on
experimental data
The target dierentiation algorithm summarized in Section  DempsterShafer
evidential reasoning simple majority voting and majority voting with preference ordering
and reliability measures are employed in 	ve experimental test areas in Chapters  and 
Fuzzy cmeans clustering algorithm is applied to 	nd the optimum number of classes
existing in the training set in Chapter  In order to compare these techniques with
the other classi	cation schemes applied in this thesis in a common test pool these
techniques are also evaluated with test sets I II and III described in Section  and
used throughout this thesis
Initially the target dierentiation algorithm is employed at each angular step to


method  of  of correct r estimation  of correct  estimation
correct error tolerance 
r
error tolerance 

classif  cm  cm   cm  cm 







DA         
DS         
SMV         
rel
i
         
rel

i
        
rel

i
        
rel

i
        
rel

i
        
rel

i
        
Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation range r and azimuth  estimation
for dierentiation algorithm DA DempsterShafer DS fusion simple majority voting
SMV and majority voting schemes with dierent reliability measures for test set I
method  of  of correct r estimation  of correct  estimation
correct error tolerance 
r
error tolerance 

classif  cm  cm   cm  cm 







DA         
DS         
SMV         
rel
i
         
rel

i
        
rel

i
        
rel
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i
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rel

i
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Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation range r and azimuth  estimation
for dierentiation algorithm DA DempsterShafer DS fusion simple majority voting
SMV and majority voting schemes with dierent reliability measures for test set II
determine the target type After determining the target type range and azimuth of the
targets are also estimated  Then DempsterShafer evidential reasoning and various
voting schemes are used to fuse decisions made at each of the  angular steps to reach
a single decision for a pattern set In these fusion techniques measurements collected at

method  of  of correct r estimation  of correct  estimation
correct error tolerance 
r
error tolerance 

classif  cm  cm   cm  cm 







DA         
DS         
SMV         
rel
i
         
rel

i
        
rel

i
        
rel

i
        
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
i
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rel

i
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Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation range r and azimuth  estimation
for dierentiation algorithm DA DempsterShafer DS fusion simple majority voting
SMV and majority voting schemes with dierent reliability measures for test set III
each angular step are considered as the measurements taken from a single sensor node
and  decisions are fused to reach a 	nal decision on target type for a single pattern
set Moreover weighted averages of the  range and azimuth estimates in a pattern
set are calculated to 	nd the range and the azimuth of the target In DempsterShafer
evidential reasoning these weights are the ratio of the belief values assigned to range and
azimuth estimates at each angular step to the sum of the belief values assigned to range
and azimuth estimates at all  angular steps In simple majority voting these weights
are taken as  In the dierent voting schemes including preference ordering and
reliability measures the ratio of reliability assigned at each angular step to the sum of the
reliabilities assigned at all  angular steps are used as weights In this case preference
orders are taken as the belief values assigned to each target type at each angular step
The resulting average percentages over all target types for correct type classi	cation
correct range and correct azimuth estimation for test sets I II and III are given in
Tables  respectively A range or azimuth estimate is again considered correct if
it is within an error tolerance of 
r
or 

of the actual range or azimuth respectively
For all test sets inclusion of preference orders over target types and assignment of

reliability measures in the fusion process always brings some improvement compared to
the results of simple majority voting The 	fth reliability measure gives the highest
percentage of correct dierentiation and is followed by the third fourth 	rst and
second measures These 	ve reliability measures always result in better classi	cation
performance than the assignment of equal reliability measure to all sensor nodes In
addition their performances are also better than that of DempsterShafer evidential
reasoning The highest percentage of correct classi	cation is obtained with the test data
I and is followed by test data III ! decrease and II ! decrease For all test
sets azimuth estimation results are slightly better than range estimation results Note
that these methods do not require any training therefore training set is not used for
these methods
Test set I Test set II Test set III
X
I
X
II
X
III
X
I
X
II
X
III
X
I
X
II
X
III
        
Table  The percentages of correct classi	cation for three test sets with three vector
representations obtained by employing the fuzzy cmeans clustering algorithm
Next the fuzzy cmeans clustering algorithm is employed to 	nd the cluster centers
with total number of clusters c   for three dierent design sets extracted from the
training set used throughout this thesis using three dierent vector representations
X
I
 X
II
 and X
III
introduced in Section  Then these cluster centers are used
to classify the vector representations of target types in each test set The resulting
average percentages of correct classi	cation over all target types for each test data with
corresponding vector representations are given in Table  Referring to Table  the
highest percentage of correct classi	cation is obtained with test set I followed by test set
II and III Moreover the results of test set I and II are comparable For all test sets except
test set III vector representation X
I
gives better results and vector representations X
II
and X
III
result in equal average percentage of correct classi	cation

method targets dierentiation r est 	 training data learning parametric
discriminated accuracy 	
target dierentiation algorithm 
 PCAC  yes  not used no no
DempsterShafer PCAC  yes not used no no
evidential reasoning 
 fECYUg 
simple majority voting 
 PCAC  yes not used no no
fECYUg 
voting with reliability measures 
 PCAC yes not used no no
rel
i
 fECYUg  
rel

i
 mr
i
	m
i
	  
rel

i
 minfmr
i
	m
i
	  
rel

i

m	r
i

m	
i



 
rel

i
 maxfmr
i
	m
i
	  
rel

i
 mrst choice	 msecond choice	  
statistical pattern recognition 
 PCACECY no used no
kNN  stored no
generalized kNN  stored no
kernel estimator  stored no
PDE with
heteroscedastic NM  not stored yes
homoscedastic NM  not stored yes
linear discriminant analysis  not stored no
fuzzy cmeans clustering 
 PCACECY  no used yes no
not stored
neural networks 
 PCACECY yesyes	no
 used yes no
not stored
raw signal  	 
 	
DWT  	 
 	
DFT  	 
 	
DFRT  	 
 	
DHT  	 
 	
KSOFM  	 
 	
KSOFM with linear classier 
 PCACECY  yes used yes no
 not stored
Table  Overview of the methods compared The target types enclosed in braces can
be resolved only as a group The numbers before the parentheses are for nonmodular
networks trained by the backpropagation algorithm and the numbers in parentheses are
for modular networks whereas the numbers in brackets are for networks trained with
the generatingshrinking algorithm
Up to this point the results of target dierentiation algorithm and fusion techniques
based on this algorithm for target dierentiation and localization with sonar are
compared separately The performance of dierent neural network structures trained
with two dierent training algorithms with dierent input signal representations are also
compared separately in Chapter  Moreover the results of statistical pattern recognition
techniques for target dierentiation with sonar are compared among themselves in
Chapter  In order to give an overview and to make a comparison of all dierentiation

schemes and fusion techniques employed in this thesis Table  is constructed In
this table highest average percentages of correct classi	cation correct range and
azimuth estimation for the error tolerances 
r
  cm and 

 

obtained
with each method independent of vector representations of patterns and test set are
given Referring to this table with the target dierentiation algorithm and the fusion
techniques based on this algorithm DempsterShafer evidential reasoning and various
voting schemes only three of the target types employed in this thesis plane corner and
acute corner can be dierentiated However all target types can be dierentiated with
the other methods employed in this thesis The fact that the other methods are able to
distinguish all target types indicates that they must be making more eective use of the
available data than the target dierentiation algorithm Statistical pattern recognition
techniques fuzzy cmeans clustering algorithm and neural networks trained with the
generatingshrinking algorithm cannot be used for target localization unlike all of the
other methods Target dierentiation algorithm and fusion techniques employed based
on this algorithm do not require a training set whereas all of the other methods do
Moreover nonparametric statistical pattern recognition techniques store their training
sets in the testing phase The highest average percentages of correct classi	cation is
! and is obtained with nonmodular neural network trained with backpropagation
algorithm employing the fractional Fourier transform Although this network structure
gives the highest percentage of correct classi	cation the better localization of the targets
is obtained with the modular neural network trained with backpropagation algorithm
employing the wavelet transform with ! average percentage of correct classi	cation
The lowest percentage of correct classi	cation is ! and is obtained with the target
dierentiation algorithm
For most cases vector representation X
I
gives the best results followed by X
II
and
X
III
in the given order Note that dierent vector representations are not applicable
to the target dierentiation algorithm and fusion techniques employed based on this
algorithm since they determine the target type by using dierential signals X
II
obtained

from the original signals X
I
and they assign belief values to their decisions using X
III

For most cases the results obtained with test set I are better than those obtained for
test set II and III This is followed by test set II and test set III for all methods except
the target dierentiation algorithm and the fusion techniques employed based on this
algorithm However the gap between the results of these test sets and test set I is higher
for statistical pattern recognition techniques than that for all other methods
In this chapter a comparison of all approaches used for target classi	cation and
localization throughout this thesis is made in a common test pool experimentally The
results provided in this thesis are vital for robotics researchers who are looking for which
method results in better target classi	cation and localization performance with sonar In
the next chapter an application of the best classi	cation scheme to build map of mobile
robots environments using a new exploring strategy based on the generalized Voronoi
diagram is presented
Chapter 
MAP	BUILDING WITH SONAR
So far we have employed a number of classi	cation and localization schemes to classify
and localize commonly encountered target types in a mobile robots environment These
methods are compared on the basis of their capability of classi	cation and localization
of these targets on dierent test data sets In this chapter application of the best
classi	cation scheme which is the neural network classi	er resulting in the highest
percentages in both target classi	cation and localization in mapbuilding with sonar is
provided A new exploring strategy based on the Generalized Voronoi Graph   is
used
This chapter is organized as follows de	nition of Generalized Voronoi Diagram and
the meet points are provided in Section  In Section  the best classi	cation scheme
which is the neural network classi	er is applied at the meet points to build the global
map of a mobile robots environment


 Generalized Voronoi Diagram
Generalized Voronoi diagram GVD is a technique used in motion planning of a mobile
robot in   The basic underlying idea behind the usage of GVDs in robots
motion planning is that it provides maximal clearance between the robot and the
obstacles with no a priori knowledge of the robots environment The simplest de	nition
of the GVD is that it is the locus of points which are equidistant to two points in an m
dimensional work space The locus of points which are equidistant tom points is referred
as the generalized Voronoi graph GVG Before providing mathematical de	nitions of
GVD and GVG it is necessary to de	ne a distance function and its gradient To
make this de	nition assume that a point robot operates in a work space W of an
mdimensional Euclidean space which consists of convex obstacles C

	    	 C
n
 In
this work space nonconvex obstacles are considered as the union of convex shapes
The distance between a point x and an obstacle C
i
is de	ned as the shortest Euclidean
distance between the point and all points of the obstacle Therefore the distance function
and its gradient are de	ned as
d
i
x  min
c

C
i
jjx c

jj and rd
i
x 
x c

jjx c

jj

The set of points equidistant to two obstacles C
i
and C
j
is the basic building block of
the GVD and GVG which is called a twoequidistant face
F
ij
 fx  
m
   d
i
x  d
j
x  d
h
x h 	 i	 j and rd
i
x 	 rd
j
xg 
The union of twoequidistant faces is the GVD The intersection of twoequidistant faces
F
ij
 F
ik
 with F
jk
is called threeequidistant face represented by F
ijk
Figure  This
intersection procedure is continued until mequidistant faces F
i

i
m
are obtained The
GVG is the collection of mequidistant faces and m  equidistant faces The m
equidistant faces are called generalized Voronoi edges and m  equidistant faces are
always points and are calledmeet points Note that GVD and GVG coincide in the planar
case The most attractive advantage of GVD is that it can be constructed by using only

the easily available range information in an unknown environment The incremental
construction of GVD for a cylindrical robot by using ultrasonic range data is presented
in 
FikFijk
C
 i
Fij
C
 k
C
 j
Fjk
Figure  A GVD example
 Experimental Studies
At the Bilkent University Robotics Research Laboratory nine dierent test environments
consisting of commonly encountered target types is constructed The target types used
to construct these environments are planes corners acute corner of 
c
 

 edges of

e
 

and 

 cylinders with radii r
c
 	  and  cm These rooms and the
position of their meet points are represented in Figures  and  In this study meet
point de	nition is extended to include junctions of the corners and acute corners as a
point target This extended de	nition of the meet points is reasonable since the robots
equipped with ultrasonic sensor con	guration used in this thesis can measure distances
to these junctions In Figure  the GVD of room  and  are represented In this
	gure regular meet points are plotted as solid dots whereas extended meet points are
plotted as empty circles For example meet point  in room  is an extended meet
point which is equidistant to the corners A and F and the edge E Meet points  and 
in room  are also extended meet points Meet point  is equidistant to the corners C
and D and the edge H and meet point  is equidistant to the corners A and B and the
edge E Similarly meet point  in both room  and  is also an extended meet point

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Figure  Experimental test environments and their meet points Rooms a 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
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Figure  The GVD of a room  and b room 
which is equidistant to the corners B C and D of the corresponding rooms These
nine rooms are scanned with the sensor node a pair of ultrasonic transducers with
separation d   cm mounted on a stepper motor used throughout our studies
from   

to 

with 

increments at all of the meet points of the rooms
involved During this scanning procedure  



 angular samples of each of
A
aa
	 A
bb
	 A
ab
	 A
ba
	 t
aa
	 t
bb
	 t
ab
	 t
ba
 are acquired at each meet
point position to be given to a neural network which is found to be the best classi	cation
scheme based on our previous studies
Referring to the comparative analysis made in Chapter   the highest correct
classi	cation rate of ! is obtained with a nonmodular neural network trained
with the backpropagation algorithm employing the thorder fractional Fourier

transform of input signal I

 Although this network structure gives the best classi	cation
performance best localization of the targets is obtained with the modular neural network
trained with the backpropagation algorithm employing the lowfrequency part of DWT
of I

at the second level with a correct classi	cation rate of ! For this reason
modular neural network classi	er trained with backpropagation algorithm employing
the lowfrequency part of DWT of I

is taken as the best classi	er However usage of
this network to extract the map of these nine rooms limits the accuracy of the resulting
maps from the beginning since the networks considered in our previous work have only
seven neurons at their output layers to encode the range and azimuth of the targets
With these seven neurons only the range values from  cm to  cm with  cm
increments and the azimuth values from 

to 

with 

increments can be
encoded However the minimum range value to be encoded with this network in these
nine rooms is  cm and the maximum range value is  cm while the minimum
azimuth value is 

and the maximum azimuth value is 

 For this reason
retraining of this neural network classi	er is inevitable at least for range and azimuth
estimation Input signals given to the previous networks are obtained by scanning each
target separately at each training location from   

to 

with 

increments
This larger angular scan range is used to be able to see the targets with the sensor node
from all training positions in the work space used in our previous studies However in
the test rooms usually more than one target is seen with this large angular scan range
It is also better to retrain these networks for target identi	cation and localization with
smaller angular scan range
In order to retrain this modular neural network with the lowfrequency part of DWT
of I

at second level a training set is constructed by scanning these nine rooms at their
meet points from   

to 

with 

increments Three similar sets of scans are
collected for each room at each meet point resulting in 	   data sets   meet
points   angular samples of each signal at each meet point sets of signals to be
used for training

At each scan angle  angular samples of each signal are used to classify and localize
the target in front of the sensor node These samples are chosen at each scan angle
 such that the 	rst eight of these samples correspond to the samples at the previous
eight scan angles the ninth sample is the sample at the current scan angle and the
last seven samples correspond to the samples of the succeeding seven scan angles Each
module has an equal number of inputlayer neurons which is equal to  


j
 
angular samples   signals for I

 and j   for the second level of the DWT We have
also considered  angular samples of each signal but since  samples resulted in better
classi	cation accuracy we have used  angular samples of each signal for classi	cation
and localization of the targets The number of hiddenlayer neurons is equal to  
and  for the modules used to identify target type and estimate its range and azimuth
respectively which are determined by enlarging as before The number of outputlayer
neurons of the modules for target identi	cation range and azimuth estimation is  
and  respectively The target range r is binary coded with a resolution of  cm with
ten output neurons Therefore a range value from  to  cm can be coded in this
case The azimuth  of the target with respect to the lineofsight of the sensing node
is also binary coded with resolution 

with nine output neurons Therefore a range
value from 

to 

can be coded in this case
After training this modular network with the backpropagation algorithm this
network is used to extract the map of the nine rooms introduced before with the signals
acquired at each meet point which are not used in the training phase For comparison
we have also provided the results obtained by using the previous network which is the
network using  angular samples of each signal obtained in our previous research by
training the network with  sets of signals taken at  dierent training locations from
seven dierent target types This network also uses the lowfrequency component of the
DWT of the signal I

at the second level j  
The featurebased maps of the nine rooms considered in this study are extracted at

room         
meet point
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Table  Percentages of correct classi	cation at each meet point of all nine rooms
their meet points by specifying the target types at each viewing angle by the newly
trained neural network These maps are presented in Figures  In all of these
	gures  represents meet point position       and  correspond to plane
corner acute corner edge and cylinders with radii r
c
   and  cm respectively
Moreover the percentages of correct classi	cation at these meet points are also calculated
and tabulated in Table  In this table the numbers given in parentheses correspond
to the results obtained by employing the previous neural network classi	er Referring
to this table highest percentages of correct classi	cation in each room are ! !
! ! ! ! ! ! and ! obtained at the         and
st meet points of the corresponding rooms Similarly the lowest percentages of correct
classi	cation in each room are ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! and !
obtained at the   and        and rd meet points of the corresponding
rooms The percentages of correct classi	cation obtained with our previouslytrained
network are most of the time lower than the corresponding percentages obtained with the
newlytrained network The average decrease in the percentages of correct classi	cation
is around ! With the previous network highest percentage of classi	cation among
all rooms is obtained at the 	rst meet point of the 	rst room as ! and the lowest one

is obtained at the fourth meet point of the th room as !
room        	 
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Table  Means and standard deviations of absolute range errors at each meet point
of all nine rooms obtained by employing newlytrained neural network classi	er
room        	 
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Table  Means and standard deviations of absolute azimuth errors at each meet point
of all nine rooms obtained by employing newlytrained neural network classi	er
In Tables  and  range and azimuth estimation errors at each meet point of
each of the nine rooms are tabulated Corresponding results for our previous network
are given in Tables  and  In these tables the numbers before the parentheses
represent the means of the absolute range and azimuth errors whereas the numbers given
in parentheses correspond to the standard deviations of the absolute range and azimuth
errors in centimeters and degrees respectively The range and azimuth errors obtained
with the previous network are much larger than those obtained with the newlytrained

network as expected For the newlytrained network means and standard deviations
of the absolute range error are in the range of  and  cm respectively
Table  The means and standard deviations of the absolute azimuth error are in the
range of 



and 



Table  For the previouslytrained network means
and standard deviations of the absolute range error obtained are between  and
 cm Table  whereas those of the absolute azimuth error are in the range
of 

 

and 

 

 respectively Table 
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Table  Means and standard deviations of absolute range errors at each meet point
of each of the nine rooms obtained by employing our previous neural network classi	er
room         
meet point
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Table  Means and standard deviations of absolute azimuth errors at each meet point
of each of the nine rooms obtained by employing our previous neural network classi	er
After extracting the local maps of all nine rooms at their meet points fusion of these
maps are considered to obtain a global map of each room The centroid of the meet
points of each room is found by averaging the x and y coordinates of all of the meet
points in that room when the lowerleft corner of the room is considered as the origin
For this fusion process our previously employed fusion schemes which are Dempster
Shafer evidential reasoning simple majority voting and voting with preference ordering

and reliability measures are used While using these fusion schemes identi	cation
module outputs of the neural network classi	ers are used to make basic probability
mass assignments to the targets However it is not possible to take these values as they
are since these values must be normalized to one for at least DempsterShafer evidential
reasoning After this normalization process basic probability mass to an unknown target
is assigned asm
i
u  m
i
	rst choice where m
i
target types are probability masses
assigned to each target at meet point i by the neural network classi	er ie normalized
output of each output neuron of the module used for target identi	cation in the modular
neural network classi	er Here the basic probability mass assigned to unknown target
represents ignorance by reecting the possibility of being any target type including the
classi	ers 	rst choice Then the basic probability mass values assigned to all targets
including unknown are rescaled to add up to one Since the seven target types employed
in this study are disjoint these basic probability masses are also equal to belief values
assigned to each of these targets In order to fuse the estimated range and azimuth
values of a target at each viewing angle by using the neural network classi	er at the
meet points of each room these range and azimuth values are projected to the centroid
of the meet points of each room by using geometry The fused range and azimuth values
are found by taking weighted averages of these projected range and azimuth estimates
at each viewing angle The weights are chosen as the ratio of m
i
	rst choice at the ith
meet point to the sum of m	rst choices of all meet points of the corresponding room
ie
P
i
m
i
	rst choice for DempsterShafer evidential reasoning For simple majority
voting they are equal to total number of meet points in the corresponding room
For voting with preference ordering and reliability measures they are equal to the ratio
of the product of reliability measure assigned to the classi	er and m
i
	rst choice at
meet point i to the sum of the products of reliability measures and m	rst choices
of all meet points ie
P
i
rel

i
m
i
	rst choice in the corresponding room Note that
preference orders are taken again as the belief values assigned to each target type for
voting with preference ordering and reliability measures Although all 	ve reliability

measures introduced in our previous studies are employed in this study the 	fth one
rel

i
 m
i
	rst choice  m
i
second choice gives the best results for all nine rooms
For this reason the results of the 	fth reliability measure is provided throughout this
thesis for the results of voting fusion with preference ordering and reliability measures
The global maps obtained by using these three fusion schemes in all nine rooms
are given in Figures  These maps are drawn with respect to the centroid of
the meet points in each room Referring to Figure  it can be seen that cylinder
information has been lost by fusing decision of all classi	ers with respect to the centroid
of room  which is the center of the cylinder in the middle In order to avoid this
information loss we consider two centroids for room  one of which corresponding to
the centroid of the meet points existing on the lefthand side of this room the other one
corresponding to the centroid of the meet points existing on the righthand side of this
room For the map extracted at each centroid of room  the decision of the classi	ers
at the corresponding  meet points are fused The maps obtained at these two centroids
in room  are given in Figures 
The percentages of correct classi	cation obtained by employing these three fusion
processes with respect to the centroid of each room are provided in Table  In this
table kVRM stands for voting fusion with preference ordering and reliability measures
in which classi	ers are ordered on the basis of some selected criteria which will be
explained later in this chapter The comments on the results of this fusion scheme will
be made later In this table the numbers given in parentheses correspond to the results
obtained by employing the previouslytrained neural network classi	er In Table  the
percentages of correct classi	cation for room  with respect to its original centroid which
is same as the center of the cylinder are calculated by considering only the boundaries of
this room since the cylinder information has been lost If both the boundaries of room 
and the borders of the cylinder existing in this room are considered then the percentages
of correct classi	cation for room  with respect to its original centroid in Table  must

fusion scheme DS SMV VRM kVRM
room
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Table  Percentages of correct classi	cation obtained in each room with respect to
their centroids by employing all four fusion schemes Room  and  represent the
lefthand side and righthand side of room  respectively
be halved Referring to Table  the highest percentages of correct classi	cation are
obtained with voting fusion with preference ordering and reliability measures VRM
for all rooms and are followed by percentages of correct classi	cation obtained with
DempsterShafer evidential reasoning DS and simple majority voting SMV for all
rooms except the 	rst one These observations are also valid for the results obtained by
employing the previous network The maximum percentages of correct classi	cation are
! and ! for the newlytrained network and the previous network respectively and
are obtained in the 	rst room whereas the minimum percentages of correct classi	cation
are ! and ! for the same networks and are obtained in room  In Tables  and
 absolute range and azimuth estimation errors for all fusion processes and all nine
rooms are tabulated In these tables the numbers before the parentheses represent
the means of the absolute range and azimuth errors whereas the numbers given in
parentheses correspond to the standard deviations of the absolute range and azimuth
errors in centimeters and degrees respectively The means and standard deviations of
absolute range and azimuth errors are comparable for all fusion schemes for both the

newlytrained network and the previous network The range and azimuth errors with
the our previous network are again higher than those obtained with the newlytrained
network
range error cm range error cm
new network previous network
method DS SMV VRM kVRM DS SMV VRM kVRM
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Table  Means and standard deviations of absolute range errors with respect to the
centroids of all rooms obtained by employing all four fusion schemes
azimuth error deg azimuth error deg
new network previous network
method DS SMV VRM kVRM DS SMV VRM kVRM
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Table  Means and standard deviations of absolute azimuth errors with respect to the
centroids of all rooms obtained by employing all four fusion schemes
For further improvement of correct classi	cation performances three dierent criteria

have been considered to order the classi	ers employed at each meet point in the voting
fusion with preference ordering and reliabilitymeasures which gives the best fusion results
among the three fusion schemes The 	rst criterion used to order the classi	ers employed
at each meet point of a given room is the smallest range estimation Starting with the
classi	er with the smallest range estimation to a certain reection point classi	ers are
added to the fusion list in increasing measured range to the same reection point Second
criterion used to order the classi	ers employed at each meet point of a given room is
the smallest absolute azimuth estimation Starting with the classi	er with the smallest
absolute value of azimuth estimate classi	ers are added to the fusion list in increasing
order of absolute azimuth estimates Finally classi	ers employed at each meet point of a
given room are ordered based on their level of belief irrespective of target type Starting
with the classi	er with the highest belief classi	ers are added to the fusion list in the
order of decreasing belief highest belief The objective for all three criteria is to select
more informative classi	ers such that if the target is closer to the surface of transducer
smallest range and closer to the lineofsight of the transducer smallest azimuth it is
possible to classify this target more correctly Similarly the higher the belief of the 	rst
choice the more correct is the target classi	cation
The results of the ordered voting fusion with preference ordering and reliability
measures based on smallest range smallest azimuth and highest belief criteria for all
rooms are given in Tables   and  respectively In all of these tables k
corresponds to the number of meet points ie classi	ers employed in the fusion process
and the numbers given in parentheses are the results obtained with the previous network
Maximum percentages of correct classi	cation are obtained as ! ! ! ! and
! with the smallest azimuth criteria for k      and  in rooms    
and  respectively The maximum percentages of correct classi	cation ! and !
are obtained with the highest belief criteria for k   in the fourth room and with the
smallest range criteria for k   in room  respectively The maximum percentages
of correct classi	cation are the same for all three criteria in rooms  and  which are

obtained by fusing the decisions of all classi	ers and are equal to the results obtained
by voting fusion with with preference ordering and reliability measures without any
ordering
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Table  Percentages of correct classi	cation obtained in each room with respect to
the centroid of their meet points by employing ordered voting fusion with preference
ordering and reliability measures for various k values when the classi	ers are ordered by
smallest range criteria
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Table  Percentages of correct classi	cation obtained in each room with respect to
the centroid of their meet points by employing ordered voting fusion with preference
ordering and reliability measures for various k values when the classi	ers are ordered by
smallest azimuth criteria
For our previous network the maximum percentages of correct classi	cation are
obtained as ! ! ! and ! with the smallest range criteria for k  	  

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Table  Percentages of correct classi	cation obtained in each room with respect to
the centroid of their meet points by employing ordered voting fusion with preference
ordering and reliability measures for various k values when the classi	ers are ordered by
highest belief criteria
and  in rooms    and  respectively Maximum percentage of correct classi	cation
! is obtained with the highest belief criteria for k   in room  For rooms   
and  maximum percentages of correct classi	cation are the same for all three criteria
which are obtained by fusing the decisions of all classi	ers and are equal to the results
obtained by voting fusion with preference ordering and reliability measures without any
ordering
For both the newlytrained network and our previous network these maximum
percentages of correct classi	cation are taken as the results of the voting fusion with
preference ordering and reliability measures in which classi	ers are ordered based on
three criteria kVRM and tabulated in the last column of Table  and resulting
absolute range and azimuth errors are also tabulated in the columns labeled as k
VRM in Tables  and  respectively Resulting global maps in all nine rooms
with this fusion scheme by employing the newlytrained network are presented in
Figures dd
During this study a neural network classi	er has been designed to identify the room
being explored by the mobile robot The inputs to this neural network are the x and y

coordinates of the meet points in a given room while considering the lowerleft corner of
each room as the origin Therefore the number of inputlayer neurons of this network is
  neurons for each meet point and a maximum of  meet points If the number of
meet points in a given room is less than  then zeros are placed for x and y coordinates
of the nonexisting meet points in that room This network has  output neurons each
one representing one of the nine rooms ie the 	rst output neuron corresponds to the
	rst room etc The number of hiddenlayer neurons is found by enlarging as  A
training set consisting of  input patterns is generated for each room resulting in 
   rooms training patterns by adding zeromean Gaussian noise with a standard
deviation of  cm to the correct meet point positions After training is completed
this network is tested with a test data set consisting of  input patterns generated
by adding zeromean Gaussian noise with dierent standard deviation  to the correct
meet point positions These  values used for testing are       
 and  cm This network is also tested with the correct meet point positions
ie    The percentages of correctly identifying the room being explored obtained
for these noisy patterns are tabulated in Table  Referring to this table a !
success rate is maintained until    cm After this  value ! ! and !
are obtained for  values   and  cm respectively It is seen that if  is
increased ten times the success rate decreases only by ! Therefore this network
can 	nd applications in robotics where a mobile robot can 	nd the meet points existing
in a given environment from simple range measurements Then it can identify the
environment which it is exploring with this method
 cm          
!          
Table  The percentages of correctly identifying the room which the mobile robot is
exploring for various  values
In this chapter application of the best classi	cation scheme for building the map of a

mobile robots environment is presented using a novel exploring strategy A new neural
network classi	er is designed to classify dierent environments by using critical vantage
points in these environments In the next chapter besides sonar inclusion of physically
dierent sensors such as infrared and structuredlight systems is considered to improve
correct target classi	cation
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c d
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Figure  The local maps of room  extracted by employing newlytrained modular
neural network classi	er at the meet points a  b  c  d  and e 
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c d
Figure  The local maps of room  extracted by employing newlytrained modular
neural network classi	er at the meet points a  b  c  and d 

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Figure  The local maps of room  extracted by employing newlytrained modular
neural network classi	er at the meet points a  b  c  and d 

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c
Figure  The local maps of room  extracted by employing newlytrained modular
neural network classi	er at the meet points a  b  and c 

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Figure  The local maps of room  extracted by employing newlytrained modular
neural network classi	er at the meet points a  b  c  d  e  and f 

a b
c
Figure  The local maps of room  extracted by employing newlytrained modular
neural network classi	er at the meet points a  b  and c 

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Figure  The local maps of room  extracted by employing newlytrained modular
neural network classi	er at the meet points a  b  c  d  e  and f 

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Figure  The local maps of room  extracted by employing newlytrained modular
neural network classi	er at the meet points a  b  c  and d 

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c
Figure  The local maps of room  extracted by employing newlytrained modular
neural network classi	er at the meet points a  b  and c 

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Figure  The local maps of room  extracted by employing newlytrained modular
neural network classi	er at the meet points a  b  c  and d 
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Figure  The local maps of room  extracted by employing newlytrained modular
neural network classi	er at the meet points a  b  and c 
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Figure  The local maps of room  extracted by employing newlytrained modular
neural network classi	er at the meet points a  b  c  d  e  and f 

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c
Figure  The local maps of room  extracted by employing newlytrained modular
neural network classi	er at the meet points a  b  and c 

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Figure  The local maps of room  extracted by employing newlytrained modular
neural network classi	er at the meet points a  b  c  d  e  and f 

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c d
Figure  The global maps of room  with respect to the centroid of its meet points
extracted by employing a DS b SMV c VRM and d kVRM
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Figure  The global maps of room  with respect to the centroid of its meet points
extracted by employing a DS b SMV c VRM and d kVRM
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Figure  The global maps of room  with respect to the centroid of its meet points
extracted by employing a DS b SMV c VRM and d kVRM
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Figure  The global maps of room  with respect to the centroid of its meet points
extracted by employing a DS b SMV c VRM and d kVRM
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c d
Figure  The global maps of room  with respect to the centroid of its meet points
extracted by employing a DS b SMV c VRM and d kVRM
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Figure  The global maps of room  with respect to the centroid of its meet points
extracted by employing a DS b SMV c VRM and d kVRM
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Figure  The global maps of room  with respect to the centroid of its meet points
extracted by employing a DS b SMV c VRM and d kVRM
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Figure  The global maps of room  with respect to the centroid of its meet points
extracted by employing a DS b SMV c VRM and d kVRM
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a b
c d
Figure  The global maps of room  with respect to the centroid of its meet points
extracted by employing a DS b SMV c VRM and d kVRM

a b
c d
Figure  The global maps of room  with respect to the left centroid of its meet
points extracted by employing a DS b SMV c VRM and d kVRM
a b
c d
Figure  The global maps of room  with respect to the right centroid of its meet
points extracted by employing a DS b SMV c VRM and d kVRM
Chapter 

INCLUSION OF PHYSICALLY
DIFFERENT SENSORS
In this chapter inclusion of physically dierent sensors besides sonars in the classi	cation
of targets existing in a mobile robot environment and extraction a featurebased map of
the environment is described
This chapter is organized as follows Nomad 
TM
mobile robot which is used in
the experiments is introduced in Section  In Section  physically dierent sensors
besides sonars are employed in the target classi	cation problem and the maps of mobile
robot environments are extracted experimentally with these physically dierent sensors
 Nomad 
TM
The Nomad 
TM
mobile robot represented in Figure  is employed in the experiments
It consists of tactile infrared sonar and structuredlight sensing systems


Figure  The Nomad 
TM
mobile robot
Its height and diameter are  and  cm respectively The base translation
base rotation and turret rotation are controlled by three separate motors The robot can
translate only in the forward and backward directions In order to translate sideways it
needs to rotate 	rst The maximum translational and rotational speeds of the robot are
 cms and 

s respectively
The Sensus  Tactile System consists of  independent pressure sensitive tactile
sensors to detect contact with an obstacle in the environment This sensing modality is
not used in this study

The Sensus  Sonar Ranging System contains  Polaroid  series ultrasonic
transducers  to obtain range information via measuring the TOF These sensors can
provide range values between  cm and  m with ! accuracy Their beamwidths


 are 

and resonance frequencies f

 are  kHz
The Sensus  Infrared Proximity System consists of  infrared sensors to provide
range information up to  cm by measuring the intensity of the light reected back to
the detector by an object Each infrared sensor has  LED emitters and a photodiode
detector
The Sensus  contains a laser diode and a CCD camera which is mostly sensitive to
the laser frequency corresponding to  nm wavelength The operating range of the
system is between  cm and  m In order to obtain a plane of light laser beam is
passed through a cylindrical lens The intersection of the plane of light with an object
within the operating range of the system is detected by the camera with the help of an
interference 	lter In this system the range value is calculated by using the triangulation
technique which is characterized by reduced accuracy with increasing range
 Experimental Studies
 dierent data sets collected at Bilkent University Robotics Research Laboratory by
scanning three dierent experimental test areas with the Nomad 
TM
mobile robot are
provided to the author The mobile robot Nomad 
TM
navigates in these rooms by
using the wallfollowing algorithm During this operation infrared and sonar data are
collected by activating the three sonar and infrared sensors at the direction perpendicular
to the moving direction of the robot represented in Figure  The structuredlight
system available on the Nomad 
TM
is activated to collect laser data at the same
time

moving direction
of the robot
2
 3
activated sonar and 
infrared sensors
target
1
structured
light system
Figure  The positions of the structuredlight system and the three activated sonar
and infrared sensors on the Nomad 
TM
mobile robot with respect to the moving
direction of the robot
Initially an algorithm using only sonar data for the classi	cation of targets existing in
the Nomad 
TM
s environment and extraction a featurebased map of that environment
is developed This algorithm is referred as Algorithm I throughout this chapter Using
this algorithm plane corner edge and cylinder can be dierentiated and the feature
based map of the environment is extracted by specifying the target in front of the robot
In Algorithm I the dierence in range data taken from the sonar sensor at the center
and the one to its right derivative of this dierential signal and the derivative of the
range data taken from the sonar sensor at the center are used These signals are referred
as xn yn and zn respectively The derivative of these signals are calculated by
using backward dierentiation such that yn 
xn	xn	

 Based on close inspection
of the data an algorithm is developed which can be summarized in the form of rules as
follows
Algorithm I
If jxnj   cm
if jynj   cm then tn corner
if jynj   cm then tn plane
If jxnj   cm then tn corner
if zn   cm then tn plane
if zn   cm and xn 
  then tn cylinder
If tn  plane and tn corner and zn   cm then tn edge

To improve the performance of target classi	cation infrared sensors are also
employed Another algorithm referred as Algorithm II throughout this chapter is
developed which fuses the sonar and infrared sensor readings In this algorithm the
dierence in the intensity data taken from the infrared sensor at the center and the one
to its right x
r
n and dierence in the intensity data taken from the infrared sensor at
the center and the one to its left x
l
n are included besides the sonar signals used in
Algorithm I Algorithm II can also be summarized in the form of rules as follows
Algorithm II
If jxnj   cm
if jynj   cm then tn corner
if jynj   cm then tn plane
If jxnj   cm
if jx
l
nj   then tn corner
else if jx
r
nj 
  and xn 
  then tn cylinder
else if zn   cm then tn plane
else if yn   cm then tn edge
else tn unknown
Average percentages of correct classi	cation achieved by employing Algorithm I and
Algorithm II over the  data sets are given below Note that Algorithm II cannot
be applied to the 	rst three data sets since infrared data are not available for these
data sets The classi	cation performance of Algorithm I is increased by up to ! using
Algorithm II Just for illustrative purposes the sonar and infrared signals employed in
Algorithm I and II for data set  are given in Figures 

Data Set Algorithm I Algorithm II
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Finally featurebased maps of the environments are extracted from these  data sets by
specifying the target type identi	ed by Algorithms I and II along the lineofsight of the
sonar sensor at the center The best maps obtained by employing Algorithms I and II
for three experimental test areas and the robots path which is followed while extracting
these maps are plotted in Figures  Readings collected by the structuredlight
system are very accurate and are taken as an absolute reference to be used for comparison
For this reason they are not used in Algorithms I and II As an example robots positions
and the laser readings at these positions for data set  are illustrated in Figure 
Referring to Figures  and  it can be easily seen that the range measurement of the
sonar sensor at the center and the range determined by the structuredlight system are
comparable

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Figure  Sonar signals a xn b yn c zn and d xn yn and zn which
are collected by Nomad 
TM
data set 
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Figure  Infrared signals x
r
n and x
l
n which are collected by Nomad 
TM
data
set  These are employed in Algorithm II together with the sonar signals given in
Figure 
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Figure  Map which is extracted by employing a Algorithm I and b Algorithm II
with data set   robots position  plane  corner  cylinder  edge and 
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Figure  Map which is extracted by employing a Algorithm I and b Algorithm II
with data set   robots position  plane  corner  cylinder  edge and 
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Figure  Laser readings  collected in data set  and the robots position 
In this chapter physically dierent sensors besides sonar are included for target
classi	cation Two new algorithms are developed and applied to mapbuilding with
a mobile robot exploring its environment under the control of a human operator In
the next chapter our concluding remarks are made and directions for future work are
discussed
Chapter 
CONCLUSION
In this study classi	cation of target primitives which constitute the basic building blocks
of typical uncluttered mobile robot environments has been considered Sonar sensors
placed at various vantage points in the environment make decisions about target type
which are fused to reach a group decision through DempsterShafer evidential reasoning
and majority voting These sensors use both amplitude and TOF information in the
sonar signals allowing for improved dierentiation and localization
Consistency problems arising in majority voting are addressed with a view to
achieving high classi	cation performance This is done by introducing preference
ordering among the possible target types and assigning reliability measures which
essentially serve as weights to each decisionmaking node based on the target range
and azimuth estimates it makes and the belief values it assigns to possible target
types Two dierent ways of preference ordering and 	ve dierent reliability measure
assignments have been considered The eect of preference ordering on majority voting
and the eect of reliability measures on both fusion methods are tested experimentally
The results indicate that simple majority voting can provide fast and robust fusion
in simple environments However when targets that cannot be classi	ed by the


target dierentiation algorithm are included in the environment DempsterShafer
method in its simple form can handle imprecise evidence more reliably than simple
majority voting When more sophisticated fusion methods incorporating reliability
measures are employed higher correct classi	cation rates are obtained with preference
ordered majority voting than with evidential reasoning incorporating the same reliability
measures The overall performance of the various methods considered can be sorted in
decreasing order as majority voting with reliability measures and preference ordering
DempsterShafer method with reliability measures DempsterShafer in its simple form
and simple majority voting
Fuzzy cmeans clustering algorithm and minimum description length principle to
determine the suitable number of classes in sonar data collected from a number of classes
of targets have also been employed Most of the cases c   which is the actual number
of targets existing in the sonar data gives the best number of classes in terms of compact
and separate cpartitioning minimum misclassi	cation rate and minimum cost
In this thesis various input signal representations two dierent training algorithms
and dierent network structures have been considered for neural networks for improved
target classi	cation and localization with sonar The input signals are dierent
functional forms of amplitude and TOF patterns acquired by a real sonar system
and in most cases they are preprocessed before being used as inputs to the neural
networks The preprocessing techniques employed are discrete ordinary and fractional
Fourier Hartley and wavelet transforms and Kohonens selforganizing feature map
Kohonens selforganizing feature map is commonly used to extract the features of
input data without supervision resulting in scaleinvariant classi	cation Here it is
used for feature extraction both prior to neural networks and also prior to a linear
classi	er The performance of the dierent input signals are compared in terms of the
successful classi	cation and localization rates of the networks and their complexity The
training algorithms employed are backpropagation and generatingshrinking algorithms

The networks trained with the generatingshrinking algorithm can only be used for
determining the correct target type Networks with modular structures have also been
trained with the backpropagation algorithm for target classi	cation and localization
When the results for nonmodular and modular networks are compared it is observed
that the results for modular networks are in general slightly better than the results
for nonmodular ones In most cases the lowfrequency component of the wavelet
transform of the signal I

at resolution level j   results in better classi	cation
and localization performance For all input signals the correct target dierentiation
rates of networks trained with the backpropagation and generatingshrinking algorithms
are comparable except when the features obtained by using Kohonens selforganizing
feature map are used as input In this case the success rate obtained with using the
generatingshrinking algorithm is much lower  ! Linear classi	ers are also used to
process the features extracted by Kohonens selforganizing feature map and gave better
results than processing the same features with neural networks The maximum number
of total neurons in the network layers is obtained with the input signals F
a
I

 and I

for nonmodular and modular network structures respectively the minimum number of
total neurons in the network layers is obtained with the input signal LFCDWTI



for both cases
Statistical pattern recognition techniques which are two dierent interpretations of
the knearest neighbor method knearest neighbor and generalized knearest neighbor
kernel estimator parametric density estimation with heteroscedastic and homoscedastic
normal models and linear discriminant analysis have also been included to classify the
targets considered in this thesis Better classi	cation performance is achieved with
nonparametric density estimation techniques knearest neighbor methods and kernel
estimator than with parametric density estimation with normal models and linear
discriminant analysis Among the nonparametric methods considered the best results
are obtained by generalized knearest neighbor followed by kernel estimator and k
nearest neighbor Worst classi	cation performance is obtained with linear discriminant

analysis indicating that the dierent functional forms of amplitude and TOF patterns
of the target primitives are not suitable for linear separation
Although all of the methods considered in this thesis can be used for target
dierentiation statistical pattern classi	cation techniques and fuzzy cmeans clustering
algorithm cannot be used for target localization The performances of all methods for
target classi	cation and localization are compared on three dierent test sets These
test sets include patterns acquired from targets situated at training locations as well
as arbitrary locations and targets which are not used for training and are somewhat
dierent in size shape or roughness than those used for training Target dierentiation
algorithm and fusion techniques DempsterShafer evidential reasoning simple majority
voting and voting fusion with preference ordering and reliability measures employed
in this thesis based on this algorithm can only be applied to plane corner and acute
corner dierentiation However all seven target types considered in the training phase
and 	ve extra target types added in the test phase can be dierentiated using all
other methods Target localization performance of neural network classi	ers are better
than the target dierentiation algorithm and fusion techniques employed based on this
algorithm Moreover generalization capability of neural network classi	ers fuzzy c
means clustering algorithm and target dierentiation algorithm and fusion techniques
are better than that of statistical pattern recognition techniques
In this thesis application of neural network classi	ers which is the best classi	cation
scheme resulting in the highest percentages in both target classi	cation and localization
to mapbuilding have been provided A novel exploring strategy based on the generalized
Voronoi diagram has been used
The global maps of nine dierent test rooms are extracted experimentally by fusing
the local maps of these rooms extracted at their meet points by our neural network
classi	er which employs LFCDWTI



as input signal with dierent fusion schemes
These fusion schemes are DempsterShafer evidential reasoning DS simple majority

voting SMV voting with preference ordering and reliability measures VRM and
ordered voting fusion with preference ordering and reliability measures kVRM Highest
classi	cation performances are obtained with kVRM and are followed by VRM DS
and SMV in the given order A classi	cation performance above ! has been achieved
for seven of these nine rooms For rooms  and  which are the most complicated rooms
in this study these percentages are ! and ! respectively
Identifying the room the mobile robot is exploring has also been considered by using
the meet point positions existing in this room as input to the neural networks Extremely
high performances are obtained in this case such that if the noise standard deviation is
increased to ten times its value used in the training phase the percentage of identifying
the room correctly decreases only by !
Infrared sensors besides sonars have also been employed in the target classi	cation
problem Two new target classi	cation algorithms have been developed One of these
algorithms employs only the sonar signals the other one combines sonar and infrared
signals to classify target types In this case all the cylinders are included in one
class The maps of Nomad 
TM
mobile robots environments have been extracted
experimentally by employing these two target classi	cation algorithms Processing both
sonar and infrared signals together bring an improvement in target classi	cation up to
!
The comparative analysis provided in this thesis are vital for robotics researchers
searching for a method resulting in improved target classi	cation and localization
performance with sonar While we have mostly concentrated on sonar sensors the
fusion techniques and classi	cation schemes employed in this thesis can be useful in a
wide variety of applications where multiple decision makers are involved
Although an application example of the classi	cation schemes employed in this thesis
is provided in mapbuilding of mobile robot environments these classi	cation schemes
can 	nd application in pathplanning obstacle avoidance targettracking and robot

localization and navigation For improving of the generalization capability of neural
network classi	ers fusion of the output of several neural networks trained with the same
input signal but with randomized training set from a common training pool can be
investigated Most of the researchers in this area are concentrated on the fusion of the
output of several neural networks trained with the same input signal in the whole training
pool for this purpose There are various wavelet functions designed by using dierent
design criterion in the literature  The eect of these various wavelet functions
on the generalization capability of neural network classi	ers can also be investigated
Dempsters rule of combination is commutative and can only be used for the fusion of
independent source of evidence However in some applications fusion of the observations
coming from the same sensor can be needed ie dependent source of evidence and the
order of fusion can be important For these kinds of applications alternative combination
rules can be investigated for sonar sensors in the light of the reliability measures assigned
to them in this thesis
Appendix A
PROGRAMS
Samples of the programs used throughout this thesis whose codes are given on the oppy
disk at the back of the thesis are briey introduced here
There exists seven directories which are named as chapter and chapter in this
oppy disk In each directory samples of the programs used in the corresponding
chapters of the thesis are given ie the programs used in Chapter  are in the directory
chapter and so on
In directory chapter there exists one main C program beliefC and six MATLAB
programs which are fusionm votem fusionmaxbelm votemaxbelm fusiondistm
and votedistm Program beliefC assigns belief values to each target type which can
be dierentiated by target dierentiation algorithm and estimates range and azimuth
of a target and angle of an acute corner It also assigns belief values to the target
range and azimuth estimates Programs fusionm and votem fuse the belief values
assigned to each target type plane corner acute corner by each sensor node in the
rectangular room having  sensor nodes by DempsterShafer evidential reasoning and
simple majority voting respectively Programs fusionmaxbelm and votemaxbelm fuse
the belief values assigned to each target type by each sensor node based on maximum


belief criterion by DempsterShafer evidential reasoning and simple majority voting
respectively Programs fusiondistm and votedistm fuse the belief values assigned to
each target type by each sensor node based on maximum or minimum distance criterion
by DempsterShafer evidential reasoning and simple majority voting respectively These
two programs use subprograms 	ndym and 	ndyrm to 	nd the sequence of sensor nodes
in the fusion process based on the maximum and minimum distance criteria respectively
In directory chapter there exists two main programs which are divotestram
and divotestrbm Programs divotestram and divotestrbm fuse the belief values
assigned to each target type plane corner acute corner by each sensor node by voting
with preference ordering and reliability measures in the test rooms Room A and B
respectively
In directory chapter there exists one main MATLAB program cmeansm which 	nds
the cluster centers and the fuzzy cpartition of the training set by employing fuzzy c
means clustering algorithm It also 	nd the fuzzy cpartition of test set using the cluster
centers calculated in the training set This program uses subprogram getvectorm given
in this directory which produces required vector representations from training and test
data sets
In directory chapter there exist 	ve main MATLAB programs which are
getpatternsm gsam ksofmm getoutputm and getoutputmodm and two PlaNet
programs nsty and nstyt Program getpatternsm produces input signals to the
neural networks It uses subprograms getinputm for producing raw signals I
i
i 
	 	  wavem for obtaining discrete wavelet transform of the signals 	ndftm for
obtaining discrete ordinary and fractional Fourier and Hartley transforms of the signals
Subprogram 	ndftm also uses another subprogram whose name is dFRTm written by
Ca
gatay Candan to compute the DFRT matrix Program gsam 	nds the 	nal weights
of the network trained by the generatingshrinking algorithm and computes the output
of the network for the given test set This program uses subprograms gsm for initial

weight assignment shrinkm for shrinking phase of the generatingshrinking algorithm
getoutputsm for obtaining output of the network for any test pattern and stepm for
calculating the output of known step function Program ksofmm extracts the features
of the raw signals I
i
i  	 	  in the training set It also 	nds weight matrix of a
linear classi	er which uses these features as input and calculates the output of this linear
classi	er for a given test set Programs nsty and nstyt calculate the weights and
biases of the layer nonmodular and one module of modular neural networks using the
backpropagation algorithm respectively Programs getoutputm and getoutputmodm
compute the outputs of nonmodular and modular neural networks trained by the back
propagation algorithm respectively They use subprogram activationm to 	nd the
output of sigmoid function used in the neural networks trained by the backpropagation
algorithm
In directory chapter there exists six main MATLAB programs whose names are
kNNm gkNNm kernelm paresthtrm paresthmm and ldam each one of which
implements kNN generalized kNN kernel estimator parameterized density estimator
with heteroscedastic and homoscedastic normal models and linear discriminant analysis
respectively There exist three subprograms 	ndneighboorm kerestm and getvectorm
used in the MATLAB programs mentioned above Subprogram 	ndneighboorm 	nds
the nearest k   to k
max
neighbors of each test pattern in the training set and calculates
the distances between each test pattern and its nearest neighbors Subprogram kerestm
calculates kernel estimate of a pattern in the test set Subprogram getvectorm produces
vector representations
In directory chapter there exists three main MATLAB programs which are
getmapmpm fusermm and getmapmgm Program getmapmpm plots the local map
of a given room at a given meet point by using the output of neural network classi	er at
this meet point Program fusermm fuses the decisions of all classi	ers at all meet points
in a given room It uses subprograms promptm to project range and azimuth estimates

of all classi	ers at all meet points of a given room to the centroid of the room Outputs of
classi	ers for type identi	cation are also normalized to be used in the fusion process This
subprogram uses another subprogram promptavm to make this projection operation
to the output of classi	er at a single scan angle Program fusermm also uses another
subprogram fusemptm to fuse projected range and azimuth estimates and normalized
outputs for target type ie belief values Program getmapmgm plots the global map
of a room by using the fused belief values of each target type fused range and azimuth
estimates obtained in this room All three programs use subprogram pltroomsm to plot
surfaces existing in a given room and to 	nd x and y coordinates of the centroid of this
room
In directory chapter there exists two MATLAB programs whose names are sonarm
and sonarinfm Program sonarm implements Algorithm I using the sonar signals
collected by the Nomad 
TM
mobile robot At the output it plots sonar signals used
in Algorithm I and the extracted map of the environment by employing Algorithm I
Program sonarinfm implements Algorithm II using both sonar and infrared signals
collected by the Nomad 
TM
mobile robot At the output it plots sonar and infrared
signals used in Algorithm II and the extracted map of the environment by employing
Algorithm II
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